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Introduction
Writing this Master Thesis was an extensive task that gave me much satisfaction too. In this
introduction I would like to thank all those who assisted me in this effort.

First of all I thank Professor Geert Poels for all the time he took to re-read my thesis project and for his
valuable feedback. I would also like to thank my parents and my friends for giving moral support.
Finally, I would like to thank Henk de Man for his help concerning VDML and for the constructive
cooperation. Below a few words written by Henk de Man:

Sien gave with her thesis a valuable contribution to the development of VDML. The case she has
analyzed, by modeling, is very suitable as an interesting example of how to use VDML. Besides, her job
has served as validation of the tool, as being developed as port of the Cordys Business Operations
Platform (BOP). It was very interesting to see how Sien, in a short time, incorporated the case into the
tool. Her thesis shows that VDML, as implemented in Cordys BOP, is a practical tool to design or survey
a business in a simple and interesting way. VDML is also intended to consistently integrate the essences
of some approaches (Value Networks, REA, Business Model Canvas, etc.). Therefore her thesis is also
very suitable as it provides ‘a comprehensive theory’ for everyone who is interested in VDML. Potential
users would be better served by the methodology, as specified by her (action plan for making VDML
models).
Henk De Man
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0. Introduction
0.1 Definition and use of value models
The business world today is a complex and unstable environment. New innovative technologies enter
the market at any time, life cycles of products continuously decrease and globalization urges
businesses towards intense competition. These trends are making it very difficult for companies to be
proactive and to adequately respond to new developments. Furthermore, when taking decisions in
business life, they do not have to only consider their own actions, but also those of numerous other
groups, such as competitors, distribution channels, customers, the government, etc. As an additional
trend companies are investing more and more in ICT-equipment and –software. Related costs are
reduced over the years, while performance is continuously improving. However, developing and
implementing such information systems requires good knowledge of business logic and of emerging
changes in such information systems (Osterwalder, 2004). A business model or value model will help
managers to better cope with these trends.

It was already in the beginning of the nineties that the concept ‘business model’ gained importance.
But confusion arose about the definition because different authors often used the same terminology
to indicate different concepts (Osterwalder, Pigneur and Tucci; 2005). Amongst others Osterwalder
tried to clarify this matter. After researching the earlier works about business models, he integrated
the different definitions then into this one:
“A business model is a conceptual tool that contains a set of elements and their relationships and allows
expressing a company's logic of earning money. It is a description of the value a company offers to one
or several segments of customers and the architecture of the firm and its network of partners for
creating, marketing and delivering this value and relationship capital, in order to generate profitable
and sustainable revenue streams.” (Osterwalder, Pigneur en Tucci; 2005; p.5)
So, a business model is an abstract representation of the business logic of a company. By this we mean
the way of doing business, in other words how a business creates more value for and provides to its
customers and how it tries to make money from it. It is this definition that shall be followed in this
Master Thesis, for both the business model and the value model.

Value models can be used in different ways in a company (Osterwalder, Pigneur and Tucci; 2005). At
first they help understanding and communicating the business logic. The visualization of how the
company operates contributes a lot to the ability to share a common vision and language between the
different stakeholders. It also clarifies business logic a lot better (one picture is worth a thousand
words). A value model can afterwards also be useful to manage a company. In that way alternative
business strategies can be worked out more quickly and be better compared, and the impact of
management decisions and external influences can be analyzed more adequately. That way the
8

company improves its reactive power. Thirdly, value models allow for identifying opportunities. By
means of visualization missing or unnecessary aspects can be detected faster. After that, possible
changes in business logic can, trough simulation of different models, be studied. Finally value models
are used as conceptual model to develop information systems.
In summary, a value model translates the business strategy into an implementation and scenario plan
for the organizational structures, processes and systems and it can also be used as a means of
communication. This way the model shapes a conceptual link between the business strategy, the
business organization and the ICT.

0.2 History of value models and new developments
The Value Chain Model of Porter (Porter, 1985) is regarded as the first popular value model in history.
Since then many new methods emerged (an overview is provided in Chapter 3). These different
models have been used independent of each other because they focus on different aspects of the
business logic. There are, for example, value exchange models (e.g. REA-Model), value network models
(e.g. E3-Value Model, Value Network Analysis) and value chain models (e.g. Value Stream Mapping).
However, in 2009, the Object Management Group (OMG), an organization publishing professional
standards, released a Request For Proposal (RFP) for a value modeling standard. The OMG is convinced
of the possibility of developing a computer based modeling method, which integrates the already
existing value models. In this way it is easier to switch between the different models (and so their
different focus points). And next to that this also provides a more robust value model that represents
a complete vision about the working of a company. Since 2011 this standard has been developed as
the Value Delivery Modeling Language (VDML).

This Master thesis has a dual aim. Firstly it aims to obtain knowledge about the application of VDML
on a case study. Because this standard has been developed recently, examples of applications are
scarce and therefore necessary. Secondly, the relation between VDML and the existing value modeling
methods is researched. To what extend does VDML cover these methods? And is it possible to use
VDML instead of the existing techniques? In other words, to what extent does VDML provide the MetaModel that we want?

This Master Thesis is therefore structured as follows. In the first chapter VDML itself is discussed,
especially with respect to the requirements imposed by the OMG and the argumentation behind the
construction of the model. Afterwards the case study is explained in the second chapter. The third
chapter is structured around the seven existing value modeling techniques from which VDML has been
developed. Per each technique a conceptual analysis and application to the case study is provided.
9

This chapter will be closed with a comparative analysis. Based on the knowledge gathered in the third
chapter, the fourth chapter discusses the Value Delivery Modeling Language in more detail. This
chapter also discusses both a conceptual analysis and an application to the case study. The fifth chapter
formulates results pertaining to the second aim. After all this, the Master Thesis ends with conclusions.

1. OMG Value Delivery Meta-Model RFP
This chapter describes the origins and the starting point of the new standard for value modeling,
namely the Request For Proposal of the OMG. First a brief description of the OMG is given, followed
by an analysis of the requirements articulated by the OMG in the Request For Proposal. The chapter
ends with a brief explanation of how VDML is structured. Chapters 3 and 4 discuss VDML in more
detail.

1.1 The Object Management Group
The Object Management Group (OMG) is an international, non-profit consortium in the computer
industry, founded in 1989. The mission of the OMG is to develop standards helping computer users
solving integration problems in companies. The issued standards are known for their possibility to
make powerful visual designs, implementations and the maintenance of software and other processes.
Each organization can join the OMG and can take part in the different standardization processes. In
this way this consortium is succeeded in developing different widely used standards. A well-known
example of this is the Unified Modeling Language (UML).

1.2 The Request For Proposal
The OMG released a Request For Proposal (RFP) in March 2009, concerning the development of a
standard about value modeling. Existing value models are usually developed with the help of word
processors, spreadsheet or drawing programs. This models are often less robust and consistent by lack
of a specialized tool. Besides, all the actual value models follow their own vision on what is important
in a model and they focus on different aspect of the business logic. Internal activities are more
accentuated by some value models, as others accent the value-exchanges between different groups.
Therefore, the OMG wants to integrate the different existing value models, so that people get an
integrated view of the business logic, based on one tool. To realize this aim, the standard has to meet
nine requirements (OMG, 2009). These are discussed below.

In the first place the meta-model should be based on the Meta-Object Facility (MOF) meta-model.
MOF is a standard that has been developed for model-driven engineering and distinguishes four layers
10

of (meta-)modeling. The bottom-layer (M3-model) consists of the language which is used to engineer
meta-models. These meta-models represent the second layer (M2-model) and they contain the rules
and frames to construct a model. The VDML meta-model is an M2-model. The M2-models describe, in
turn, the third layer, namely the M1-models. A VDML model is an M1-model. Finally, the top layer (M0)
is known as the ‘data-layer’ and is used to describe real objects. If e.g. VDML models would be used to
support simulation, simulation data would represent M0 objects. Clearly the VDML meta-model asked
for is an M2-model.
Then it is important that the Meta-Model supports the analysis of value chain activities, so that
differentiators can be determined. These are properties of products or services which enable the
company to achieve competitive advantage over its competitors. These are the differentiators that
add value to a product or service from the perspective of a customer. So, it is crucial to decide which
value adding activities and capabilities are needed to realize these properties. This way the value
model is focused on the activities and capabilities that are critical for the success of the company.
Customers maybe external to the company, but might as well be internal, such as , for example,
different business departments. Intern value delivery is of great importance too.
The third requirement is about support for capability analysis, which is closely related to the previous
one. A capability represents the ability to perform a certain type of work (activity). The quality of
activities and so of the differentiators depend on the capabilities of a company. Therefore, a way
should be developed via which properties of required competences become visible. This should also
enable to identify where, in the company, common capabilities are required and how to optimize their
use.
Fourthly, the value model should support sufficient detail, so that activities and capabilities can be
analyzed at operational level. Here it is important to stress that a value model only focuses on inputs
(resources) and outputs (deliverables) and so on added value of activities. This in contrast to process
models (as for example BPMN), which describe activities in an even more detailed way and focus on
execution sequence. This level of detail is improper for value models and hence an activity in a value
model can often be considered to represent a bundle of activities in a process model.
At the same time it should be possible to aggregate activities at several levels, so that they can be
viewed from different perspectives, e.g., to support top management in focusing on the more strategic
side of a company. Detailed activities are required to analyze operational aspects.
As sixth requirement the OMG asks for analysis of performance and cost aspects in relation to
activities. These are variables that potentially have big impact on value that is delivered to the
customer.
Seventhly the OMG stresses the importance of relations with other companies. Often a company does
not have all capabilities that are required to fulfil customer needs. Sharing capabilities, for example via
11

outsourcing or sub-manufacturing, can be a solution. So, a value model should support the
representation of relationships between companies involved.
Furthermore, it is not enough to model just activities and capabilities. The different activities in a
company are triggered by events and may be subject to constraints. Both concepts have to be
supported in the meta-model.
After all, users should have the possibility to add their own specifications related concepts that the
meta-model defines.

1.3 The suggested standard
As stated in the introduction, several value models do exist already. However, a value model that
meets all nine requirements of OMG RFP in combination, is still missing. Since 2011, two companies,
Cordys and CSC, together with some academic institutions, including Aalborg University, took action.
After extensive study of the OMG RFP, they took the decision to create a standard that integrates
essential concepts (or equivalent to such concepts) as supported by some already existing value
models, which resulted in the development of the Value Delivery Modeling Language (VDML).

Figure 1: The seven value models integrated into VDML

Altogether seven existing value models can be recognized in the VDML standard (VDML submission,
2012). An overview of these is given in Figure 1. A conceptual analysis and application to a case study
is provided for each of these value models in chapter 3. In the next chapter this case study is first
described.

2. Case study: Milkina
The first aim of this Master Thesis is to gain insight in the use of VDML. This is necessary for two
reasons. Firstly, VDML is a very recent standard. So, there are only a few examples of applications
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which can be used as proof of concept. Secondly, testing the standard on a case study shall give
additional insights about the second aim, namely comparing the seven existing value models with
VDML.

The case study which will be used to guide the analysis, is about Milkina, a fictive milk processing
company. RMO’s carry out milk runs daily. Because milk is the basic material for Milkina products, the
quality of the milk has to be excellent. Milkina gives much attention to her relationship with dairy farms
therefore. They organize, for example, information sessions to share knowledge about milking. This
way the company does not only get higher quality milk, but dairy farms will also be more loyal. Beside
this, Milkina also tries to build a positive relationship with some competitors. This is necessary because
milk processing companies always want to collect the same quantity of milk from dairy farms. Due to
milk production variation, this can result in milk shortages or milk surpluses. This problem is solved by
selling the milk surpluses to competitors that face a milk shortage. Good mutual relationships improve
this interchange.

With this milk Milkina is producing milk products such as UHT-milk, desserts, butter, etc. They do this
for four customer segments. Firstly there are the industrial customers. They buy semi-finished milk
products as for example pasteurized milk and they process this to an end product by themselves.
Besides there are department stores which want to sell milk products as their own label. These are
completely produced by Milkina, but carry the name of the department store. Finally, there are also
the consumers and the professional customers. The last group includes, amongst others, restaurants
that cook with milk products of Milkina. There is, in contrast to the other customer segments, no direct
relationship between Milkina and the end customers (consumers). They are reached by shops and
department stores only.

Milkina is known for its high-quality milk products that it sells at fair price. For industrial customers it
also tries to add value by making customized products. Big customers often have specific product
requirements about quality and taste. Intensive conversations between both groups are the basis of a
product that reflects a balance between requirements of the customer and the product vision of
Milkina.

To meet this high product quality, Milkina has chosen a high degree of vertical integration. For this
reason Milkina itself is responsible for milk collection from the dairy farms, for pasteurization and
further processing of the milk and also for distribution of the end products to customers. However
production of packaging material is outsourced. Leaving packaging production to third parties enables
13

Milkina to focus on its core business: production of milk products. Production for each type of milk
product starts with testing raw milk through an independent control committee. This test also
determines the price for the raw milk that Milkina has to pay to the dairy farms. Only when the
committee gives permission, the milk may be pumped up out of an RMO and into the first waiting tank.
In the meantime the milk is also filtered and cooled. Then this raw milk should be pasteurized as soon
as possible. Approximately half of this pasteurized milk is already sold to industrial customers. The
other half flows through pipes to a specific department, where the milk is stored in a tank, waiting for
further required modifications. UHT-milk, for example, is subject to homogenization and UHTtreatment respectively. Afterwards the end products are tested by the laboratory for quality and taste.
If these tests pass, the end products are filled, packed and stored in a cooled warehouse. From where
they are further distributed to the customers.

As will be pointed out in the following chapters, not all of this information is used in each value model.
Certainly not in the seven value models that, as already quoted, each have their own focus. In the next
chapter each of these models is discussed based on their application to the Milkina case Later on, in
Chapter 4, the same is also done for VDML.

3. The seven value models
Figure 1 did already provide an overview of the seven value models that served as foundations for
VDML. In this chapter a conceptual analysis is provided for each model, based on its application to the
case study as introduced in Chapter 2. This Chapter will end with an overview of the most important
differences between the seven value models.

3.1 Value Chain Model of Porter
As already mentioned in the Introduction, Michael Porter is seen as the founder of the use of value
models. In 1985 he published his book ‘Competitive advantage. Creating and sustaining superior
performance.’ (Porter, 1985). Based on researching the main reasons why companies failed. As the
book explains, in many cases failure is because of the inability to convert business strategy to
supporting business activities. This is the reason why many companies fail to gain a competitive
advantage compared to their competitors. Porter came to the conclusion that a systematic way was
needed to show business activities and fit them to the chosen business strategy. In this way he
invented the Value Chain Model. This is, in other words, a tool for the analysis of the origin of a
competitive advantage and to help simplifying the transition from strategic design to implementation.
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3.1.1 Value Chain Model
As already mentioned above, Porters Value Chain decomposes a company into strategically relevant
activities to discover (potential) sources of competitive advantage. Porter distinguishes two types of
activities: primary and supporting activities (Porter, 1985). With primary activities he means the
activities that add effective value to the product. Porter subdivides this type into five categories,
namely inbound logistics, operations, outbound logistics, marketing & sales and service. However
these activities cannot be carried out without the second type, namely supporting or secondary
activities. These do not add direct value for the customers, but are definitely necessary to enable the
primary activities. Supporting activities are divided into four categories, namely procurement, HRM,
technological development and infrastructure. Figure 2 shows these nine types of activities as applied
to Milkina.

Firm Infrastructure
Departments: agronomics, administration, finance, IT, production, R&D, lab, shopping, sale, logistics

Human Resource Management
Via an interim agency a pool of workers is created who received the necessary training. Several similar
companies are using this pool. Also job rotation in the production line.

Technology Development
Information integration via an ERP-system, self-cleaning system of pipes and tanks, automatic filling,
palletizing robot, etc.

Procurement
The raw milk is collected daily via own RMO’s from the 400 dairy farms (continuous input). The other
materials are delivered based on an EOQ model.

Inbound
Logistics
The supplied
milk is pumped
out of the RMO
into a waiting
tank. In the
meantime the
milk is also filtered and
cooled. Then
this raw milk
should be pasteurized as soon
as possible.

Operations
Pasteurization
Processing to final product (e.g.
UHT-process)
Filling of final
product

Outbound
Logistics
The finished
milk products
are stored in a
cooled storage
room and they
are transported
to the customers as soon as
possible.
Direct distribution or indirect
department
stores.

Marketing
& Sales
The consumers
and professional
customers are
via television
and online media informed.
The department
stores and industrial customers are among
others via (inter)national fairs
and word-ofmouth advertising attracted.

Service
Customized
products are
presented for
big customers as
customer service.
Joint discussions
about the product design are
central here.

Margin
Milkina tries to
obtain a
positive margin
via a
differentiationstrategy: She
offers products
tailored to the
customers and
can hence ask a
higher price
than the
competitors.

Figure 2: Value Chain Model of Milkina

Besides these two types of activities there is also a third concept included in the value chain, namely
the margin. The margin is defined as the difference between the total value that the activities provide
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to the company and the costs that are necessary to carry out the activities. A positive margin is of
course the aim of every company and is achieved by choosing the adequate business strategy. Here
Porter introduces three options, namely cost leadership, differentiation and focus (Dress and Davis,
1984). From the case study it can be derived that Milkina has chosen a differentiation strategy. After
all, she stresses the service and product quality, so customers are willing to pay a price premium.
However, this does not mean that all milk processing companies prefer this strategy. So, the value
chains of competitors maybe be significantly different. For example, a company which is especially
focusing on low costs, will perhaps find it cheaper to outsource incoming and outgoing transport. It
are especially this type of differences which cause that a company has or does not have a competitive
advantage. The study of value chains of competitors is a source of enormous amount of strategic
information.

3.1.2 Connections inside and between value chains
However, showing just the primary and supporting activities of a company is not sufficient to get a
good picture of its functioning. After all, such business activities are influencing each other. Therefore
an entrepreneur or manager benefits from examining the relationships between the different activities
in a value chain. However, a Value Chain Model does not allow this. For this we must therefore
consider another value model, for example a Resource-Event-Agent (REA) Model (infra, p.18). While a
Value Chain Model stresses identifying the business activities and tuning them to the chosen business
strategy, a REA Model focuses on the connections between the individual activities to show, amongst
others, the flow of goods. Also an E3-Value Model (infra, p.15) and Value Stream Map (infra, p. 25)
show these connections.

Besides connections within a Value Chain, connections between Value Chains of different companies
are very important. Especially the relationships between their own Value Chain and that of suppliers,
distribution channels and customers provide useful information, as the way in which one party carries
out its activities affects the costs and implementation of the activities of another party. However, also
here the Value Chain Model is inadequate, as only one type of partner is identified, namely suppliers
(see the procurement-activity). Additional models are necessary to display the other partners and
interrelationships. Techniques that are known for this, are for example Value Network Analysis (infra,
p. 13) and E3-Value Analysis. Also a REA-Model displays the partners and interrelationships.
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3.2 Business Model Ontology of Osterwalder
However, there also is a fourth Value Model that represents the parties that are concerned with Value
Creation of a company, namely the Business Model Canvas of A. Osterwalder. Osterwalder started his
business model research in 2000, because it struck him that the business landscape was seriously
changed, amongst others, by the rise of the internet. Making business decisions became more complex
by, for example, rapidly emerging information- and communication technologies, shorter product life
cycles, global markets, new marketing channels and expensive IT-implementations. Unfortunately,
only a few authors were engaged in looking for means to help managers with this. Osterwalder, in his
thesis (Osterwalder, 2004), presented an ontology1 for business models that could serve as foundation
for new management tools. Via this Business Model Ontology Osterwalder wanted business people to
better understand what their business model was and could also explain it in simple terms to other
stakeholders. As earlier studies (e.g., Linder and Cantrell, 2000) pointed out, this was hardly possible
so-far, even though every manager implicitly knew how his or her company was working. Osterwalder
called his tool the Business Model Canvas. Among other things the identification of customer segments
and partners Osterwalder deemed here to be very important. Besides these he defined seven more
building blocks to represent how a company operates.

3.2.1 The Business Model Canvas
So, altogether a Business Model Canvas consists of nine building blocks, namely: customer segments,
value propositions, channels, customer relationships, revenue streams, key resources, key
partnerships and cost structure (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010). These building blocks were among
other things based on the Balanced Scorecard of Kaplan and Norton (Kaplan and Norton, 1992) and
contain the way in which a company tries to be profitable. Figure 3 represents the Business Model
Canvas of Milkina.

3.2.2 Value Chain Model versus Business Model Canvas
So, just like a Value Chain Model a Business Model Canvas also is a tool to map the chosen business
strategy to an implementation plan. As Table 1 shows, there are some similarities between both
models.

1

An ontology is a description of concepts and relationships in a specific domain, here the business model domain.
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Value Chain Model

Business Model Canvas

HRM; Technology

Resources

Procurement

Partners

Inbound logistics; Operations

Activities

Outbound logistics; Marketing & Sales

Channels

Service

Customer relationship

Margin

Value proposition

Table 1: Similarities between a Value Chain Model and Business Model Canvas
Key
Partners

Key
Activities

Value
Proposition

Customer
Relationships

Customer
Segments

Good relationship with
dairy farms: frequent
information sessions to
increase the delivered milk
quality and loyalty.

Collecting milk

Fair high-quality milk where
customers can always
significantly influence how
their desired product will be
produced and how it will
taste.

  Automatic, little to no
interaction

Consumers

Pasteurization
Processing to final product
Quality tests
Filling of final product

  Often specific product
requirements. There the
products are tailored via
collective product design
talks.

Professional customers
Department stores
Industrial customers

Distribution
Desserts, milk, butter, cream
(under own name)
Cream, milk, fillings,
desserts, butter, ice-basins

Key
Resources
Milk and other raw
materials of a high quality,
combined via tasteful
recipes; RMO’s to collect
milk; laboratory workers to
guarantee the high quality.

Desserts, milk, butter, cream
(under name of department
store)
Raw milk, pasteurized milk,
concentrated milk, cream,
milk-powder

Channels
  Advertisement via television and online media; indirect distribution via shops
and department stores
  Are attracted by among
other (inter)national fairs;
direct distribution

Cost
Structure

Revenue
Streams

Collection costs

Income through selling product

Production costs (salaries, milk and other raw materials, machines)

  Fixed prices, higher quality than competitors, so a little more
expensive

Transport costs to the customer

  Prices dependent of the specific product requirements

Figure 3: Business Model Canvas of Milkina

Despite these similarities both models can be regarded as complementary. For example, the
procurement-activity in a Value Chain Model only identifies one partner group, namely the suppliers.
However, the Business Model Canvas represents all business partners. There are three concepts in the
Business Model Canvas that do not have their counterpart in a Value Chain Model, namely customer
segments, cost structure and revenue streams.

Despite this complementarity, both models together are still not sufficient to get a complete picture
of how a company creates value. Still additional value models are needed to represent the
relationships between the different building blocks and to the business partners. A Value Network
Diagram (infra, p.12), E3-Value Model (infra, p.15) and/or REA Model (infra, p.19) may complete this.
These models are discussed in subsequent sections.
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3.3 Value Network Analysis of Verna Allee
With Hagel and Singer (Hagel and Singer, 1999), Verna Allee also thinks that organizations are engaged
in three different efforts, namely building customer relationships, designing products and managing
infrastructure. However, trying to pursue all three can cause a lot of contradictory trade-offs. For
example, in product innovation emphasis is usually on the flexibility of the production machines.
However, this involves higher costs because more flexible machines are more expensive. This is in
conflict with the aim of managing the infrastructure, namely to keep the costs as low as possible by
means of advantages of scale. When you try to achieve both objectives in one company, important
trade-offs must be made. Therefore, Hagel and Singer propose that every company only pursues one
of these three objectives and achieve the remaining two via outsourcing to other organizations. So,
around each company a large web of business relationships will be created. This is about the new
business concept of value nets (Bovet and Martha, 2000) and stresses the value of enhancing
relationships between partners. This is also underlying Allee’s definition of a company (Allee, 2003,
p.14): “an organization is a complex adaptive social system where people systematically cooperate to
achieve a common purpose”. So, by means of this definition Allee solves one of the two shortcomings
of the Supply Chain Model and Business Model Canvas. Her value model does not only represent the
parties involved, but also the relationships between them.

According to Allee it is also important to represent how knowledge and other forms of intangible assets
are flowing in the network (Allee, 2002). Other value models, as for example an E3-Value Model or REA
Model, only represent material flows. Allee also incorporates immaterial flows in her model, as she
thinks that intangible assets form the core of socio-economical activities.

Allee based her Value Network Analysis method on these foundations. In brief, a Value Network
Diagram is a web of relationships that creates both tangible and intangible value through complex,
dynamic interchanges between two or more individuals, groups or organizations (Allee, 2002). A Value
Network Diagram further allows to determine how a certain type of value is turned to another type,
what is impossible by a Value Chain Model or Business Model Canvas. However, when you want to
introduce the value conversions in a company, you have to rely on a REA-Model (infra, p.19), as Allee
only focuses on the external relationships with other organizations.
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3.3.1 Value Network Diagram
A Value Network Diagram consists of three types of elements, namely participants, transactions and
deliverables (Allee, 2008). Participants are people or organizations that carry out activities, take
decisions, participate in interactions and in this way add value. They do this by being engaged in
transactions with each other and so exchange deliverables. A deliverable is apparently something that
flows from one participant to the other (Allee 2000). On one hand there are the tangible deliverables.
These are all flows that, among others, represent contracts, invoices and payments. Examples are
goods, contractual services and revenues. On the other hand there are the intangible deliverables.
These also circulate in the network, but there is no written agreement provided. An example is the
knowledge about the efficient production of milk that Milkina shares with the dairy farms. However,
if such knowledge product or –service brings in money, it is considered a tangible deliverable. So the
quality test which the control committee performs for Milkina is in fact intangible. However, this
service is contractually and therefore it is considered a tangible deliverable. Figure 4 represents the
total Value Network Diagram for Milkina. Here the parties involved are clear distinguished. To stress
the contrast between material (tangible) and immaterial (intangible) flows, they are respectively
represented by solid lines and dotted lines.

Figure 4: Value Network Diagram for Milkina
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3.3.2 Value Network Analysis
After a Value Network Diagram is drawn, it is used to perform three complementary parts of analysis
(Allee, 2002). First there is the analysis of exchanges. This analysis focuses on the general patterns of
the interchanges in the network. One may analyze whether there is sufficient balance between both
types of deliverables, whether reciprocity is sufficient throughout the model or whether there are poor
or ineffective links. A second part is about impact analysis. This type of analysis verifies whether a
participant can indeed create value from inputs received. Finally a value creation analysis can be
performed. This focused on the outputs of each participant. It assesses which value adds each output
provides to the customer and how the company itself benefits from it.

However, to perform these last two parts of analysis there is a need for a view of the internal activities
of the parties involved and how these activities are linked to each other. How do these activities
convert inputs into outputs? At this point a Value Network Diagram, just like a Value Chain Model and
Business Model Canvas, is inadequate. Again a complementary E3-Value Model, REA Model or Value
Stream Map can be drafted. Also the first step of a SOMA analysis of IBM (infra, p.29) is suitable for
this. And as the focus is on value models, the view of the internal activities through these methods
should stay at a relatively high abstraction level. For a more detailed presentation of the business
processes it is required to use business process models. However, these are outside the scope of this
study. Methods to align value models and process models can be found, among others, in (Pijpers and
Gordijn, 2007), (Pijpers and Gordijn, 2008) and (Geerts and McCarty, 2001). It also relates to the last
two steps of SOMA (infra, p.29). In addition, it can already be stated that VDML (infra, p.32) was also
developed to bridge business models and process models.

3.4 E3-Value Analysis
Just like a Value Network Diagram also an E3-Value Model is based on the unbundling-principle of Hagel
and Singer (Hagel and Singer, 1999). It shows the organizations that are involved in creation of value.
Several similarities can be identified between both modeling concepts, as listed in Table 2.
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Value Network Diagram

E³-Value Model

Participants

Actors

Deliverables

Value objects

Transactions

Value ports

Symbol

or

Value offerings
Value interfaces
Value transfers
Value transactions
Table 2: Similarities between Value Network Diagram and E³-Value Model

While the first two concepts in both methods have almost the same definitions, the transaction
concepts may need additional explanation (Gordijn and Akkermans, 2003).

3.4.1 E3-Value-concepts
Through value ports an actor defines what objects are offered or required. These ports are a way to
abstract from internal business processes. Per each value port a direction is defined to indicated
whether something is required or offered. When all ports for an actor or activity (see below) are
defined, the ones with same direction can be grouped in value offerings. This grouping is relevant on
one hand when a customer only deems a product valuable if it is offered together with another product
(for example a camera and memory card), or on the other hand when a supplier choses to sell specific
products or services together. Value offerings themselves are bundled into value interfaces. These
allow to define the reciprocity of transactions. Each value interface consists of two (and sometimes
more) offerings with opposite directions, namely what the actor offers and what he requires in return.
A value transfer connects a value port of one partner or activity to a value port of another partner or
activity, so that value objects can be exchanged. Finally, a value transaction collects all value transfers
that are applicable between two actors. Here it is import to stress that a value transaction only takes
place when all underlying value transfers happen. So, applied to the case study (see Figure 5), in return
for a milk sample, the Control committee will provide Milkina with both a quality test and a determined
price. One cannot occur without the other.
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Figure 5: E³-Value Model of Milkina

As can be concluded from Figure 5, there are three significant differences as compared to the Value
Network Diagram. In the first place the focus of an E3-Value Model is mainly on the interchange of
tangible deliverables. Intangible deliverables are, in fact, not represented.
The second major difference is that a Value Network Diagram does not identify the internal processes
of the parties. An E3-Value Model does this, mainly by representing these inside the actors. It
incorporates a process as a black box: only the most important inputs and outputs are represented,
while the more detailed transformation processes remain hidden. For a more detailed view on these
internal processes, a REA Model (infra, p.18) may be used.

Finally an E3-Value Model consists something that is missing in a Value Network Diagram, namely a
way to indicate which of the parties involved initiates the value creation process. The already existing
Use Case Maps scenario technique (Buhr, 1998) is used for this purpose. The scenario path starts with
one or more start-stimuli and connects different value interfaces with each other through AND-forks,
AND-joins, OR-forks and OR-joins. The end of the scenario path is marked with one or more endstimuli. In case of Milkina, the milk processing process is activated by the request of customers and by
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the collection of milk from the dairy farms. This then results into the exchange of milk surpluses with
competitors and buying additional raw materials and packages.

3.4.2 Origin
The E3-Value method was developed a decade ago by Gordijn and Akkermans with the intent to
develop innovative e-commerce products in a better way (Gordijn and Akkermans, 2003). They
researched this phenomenon and found that value propositions involved were often formulated
unclearly and informally. As solution they introduced E3-Value Modeling, which was also supposed to
be applicable to other businesses (Gordijn and Akkermans, 2007). An idea is not only better described
by means of this model, but when the different organizations that are involved share the same model,
miscommunication in the value network can be avoided. The same value model can be used by all
partners, so that there will be less room for own interpretations (Kort and Gordijn, 2007). This
technique does further support profitability analysis and sensitivity analysis in relation to an idea
(Gordijn, 2004). Gordijn and Akkermans developed profitability sheets for this purpose. These enable
to attach economical values to the incoming and outgoing value objects for an actor. This way the
profitability can be calculated per actor. Sensitivity analysis is supported by varying the values.

3.4.3 C3-Value Modeling and i*-Goal Modeling
In spite of the fact that both VNA and E3-Value Modeling are strong in representing the relationships
between all organizations involved in a value network, (Biem and Caswell, 2008) observe a major
shortcoming of both the methods. Neither of them represents the goal of the network. Therefore,
both models are unqualified to provide prescriptive strategic insights. This in contrast to the Value
Chain Model of Porter and the Business Model Canvas of Osterwalder, where goals are represented
(respectively by the margin and the customer segments/value proposition).

Biem and Caswell decided to combine the concepts of VNA and E3-Value Modeling with these of C3Value Modeling, as that one is considered a strong strategic technique. However, fails to represent all
partners in the value network. By this combination a new modeling technique arises, which is targeting
strategic analysis and according to which the end customer is considered the most important goal for
increasing value. According to this research a value network is “a set of economic entities connected
through transfer of offerings that yield a structural network whose purpose is to deliver a common
value proposition to a specified end customer or market” (Biem and Caswell, 2008, p.3). Aspects of
both VNA and E3-Value Modeling and of C3-Value Modeling can be recognized in this definition.
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Also in (Gordijn, Petit and Wieringa, 2006) and (Gordijn, Yu and Van der Raadt, 2006) the E3-Value
Modeling is extended with a goal modeling technique, this time with i*-Goal Modeling. Here goal
modeling is applied first to determine the goals of the actors and therefore what they want to achieve.
It also allows to check the coherence of these goals to prevent so-called channel conflicts. Finally,
causal relationships between goals are defined. Then they create a value model to determine which
value-exchanges should occur to achieve the goals.

3.5 Resource-Event-Agent (REA) Analysis
The last model that is strong in representing the connections between business partners, is the
Resource-Event-Agent (REA) Model. This value model was developed in 1982 by McCarthy and Geerts
and serves as a conceptual framework to record business data unambiguously. This was deemed
necessary, because the lawfully obliged double-entry accounting system has significant limitations
(McCarthy, 1982). As data can only be expressed in monetary terms, other types of information, such
as the productivity of an activity, cannot be recorded. Important data is sometimes forgotten, due to
insufficient classification categories. Finally, different stakeholders want to use accounting data, but
there is limited integration with the other departments of a company, so that inconsistencies,
information gaps and overlaps can hardly be avoided. However, by basing the information system of
the company on a REA-Model, these problems can be resolved.

3.5.1 REA-concepts
The REA Model is based on three basic concepts, namely economic resources, economic agents and
economic events (Hruby, 2006). As with E3-Value Modeling also this terminology does remind of the
concepts of Value Network Analysis. An oversight of similarities between the three methods, partly
based on (Gordijn and Akkermans, 2003), is represented in Table 3.

Value Network Analysis

E³-Value Modeling

REA-analysis

Participants

Actors

Agents

Deliverables

Value objects

Resources

Transactions

Value ports, value offering

Events

Value interface

Duality relation

Value transfer, value transaction

Exchanges

Table 3: Corresponding concepts by VNA, E³-Value Modeling and REA-analysis

As with E3-Value Modeling, only material (tangible) flows are covered, in REA via resources. This in
contrast to Value Network Analysis, where also the immaterial (intangible) flows play an important
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role. It should also be noted that an agent has a slightly different meaning than an actor or a
participant. Though REA can model customers, partners, etc. via agents, like VNA and E3-Value can
model these via participants and actors respectively, REA models tend to model these at a more
detailed level, by focusing also on agents in the internal organization of the business. models tend to
go more in-depth when modeling .

Also the concept of economic event needs additional explanation. With an event we mean an increase
or decrease of the value of a resource that is under control of the company. These changes in value
(economic utility) can be caused by exchange processes, where the company provides resources in
return for other resources, or by transformation processes, where the company uses resources to
produce new resources or to adapt existing. Exchanges can also be represented through a Value
Network Diagram or E3-Value Model. However, transformations do not occur in a Value Network
Diagram, though they can occur in an E3-Value Model. Every exchange and transformation process
does have at least two events, namely at least one increment event and at least one decrement event.
An increment event represents that the value of an economic resource is increased during the process,
whereas a decrement event represents that the value is decreased.

3.5.2 REA-connections
The connections between these concepts (resources, agents and events) are represented by three
relationships. Firstly there is the relationship between the increment and decrement events, namely
the conversion duality relationship or exchange duality relationship. The fundamental idea behind REA
is, after all, that if a company wants to increase the total value of its means, it has to decrease the
value of other means. An example relating to Milkina clarifies this (see Figure 6).

Suppose that we want to model the sales process of Milkina’s milk products. Then the sale is a
decrement event, because Milkina loses ownership of the associated resources, namely the milk
products. The associated increment event is about receiving the money, as Milkina gains the
ownership of the resource, namely the money. An exchange (defined by exchange relationship) occurs
between both events, which is about exchange of ownership rights of resources.
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<economic agent>
Milkina

<economic agent>
Customer

provide
provide

receive

receive
<increment event>
Money receive

exchange

<decrement event>
Sale

inflow

outflow
<resource>
Ended milk
products

<resource>
Money

Figure 6: REA-model of the sales process of Milkina

Resources and events, in turn, are connected by stock flow relationships. For exchange processes the
stock flow relationship between a resource and increment event is called an inflow and between a
resource and a decrement event an outflow. In the model above there is an inflow of money and an
outflow of milk products. In a transformation process other names are used to indicate stock flow
relationships. An example of this is the production process of the milk products (see Figure 7).
<economic agent>
Executed staff
Production

<decrement event>
Use of raw materials

<resource>
Labor

consume

<decrement event>
Use of labor

<decrement event>
Use of machine

produce

<resource>
Milk products

receive

provide
use

receive

provide

<increment event>
Production of milk
products

conversion

<resource>
Milk processing
machine

<economic agent>
Line manager Lab

receive

consume

provide

<resource>
Raw materials

receive

provide

<economic agent>
Line manager
Production

Figure 7: REA-model of the production process of Milkina

Here ‘use of raw materials’, ‘use of labor’ and ‘use of machine’ are decrement events, as these are
used (or consumed) by the process. The connection between these decrement events and their
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resources is called a use or consume relationship, dependent on whether the resource is reusable or
is consumed in the process. The associated increment event is ‘production of milk products’. The
connection with the output resource is called a produce relationship. As we are dealing with a
transformation process, the link between the decrement and increment events is called a conversion
relationship.

A third type of relationship is about participation relationships. These relate agents and events, to
indicate which persons/organizations are involved in which events. Every event, whether it is an
exchange or a transformation, needs at least one provider agent and one receiver agent. For an
exchange process, respectively transformation process, these relationships define which agents
receive or lose the ownership of or control over the resources.

3.5.3 Commitments
The concepts and relationships described above, form the basic skeleton of a REA Model and represent
what is happening or has happened in a company. This can be further extended with the associated
concepts and relationships which describe what should (or should not) or can (or cannot) happen
(Geerts and McCarthy, 2000), (Hruby, 2006). An example of this are commitments. These were
introduced because occurrences usually are already planned in advance and are agreed by agents.
Events cannot be used to model these, as they represent the actual change in value of resources.
However, such promises only result in reservations of resources. As solution promises, commitments
and planned uses and productions can be modelled by commitment entities. The example in Figure 8
demonstrates an application of this on the sales process of Milkina. In this example, each event is
connected with a commitment via a fulfillment relationship. This relationship checks if the events
fulfilled the commitments. Then, both the increment and decrement commitment are connected with
a contract, via clauses. Finally the parties involved are specified by a party relationship. Also notice
that a commitment is linked to a resource by means of a reservation relationship.
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<economic agent>
Milkina

party

<contract>
Order

clause

provide

party

clause

provide

receive
<increment
commitment>
Payment rule

exchange
reciprocity

fulfillment

<increment event>
Money receive

<economic agent>
Customer

<decrement
commitment>
Sales rule

receive

fulfillment

exchange

<decrement event>
Sale

reservation

reservation
inflow

outflow

<resource>
Money

<resource>
Finished
milk products

Figure 8: REA-model of the sales process of Milkina with commitments

3.5.4 REA Value Chain
In order to get an accurate and unambiguous view of the business, a REA Model has to be created for
every business process, similar to the ones in Figure 7 and Figure 8. Appendix 1 contains the models
for the other core activities of Milkina, namely transport of finished milk products, recruiting personal,
buying raw materials, quality control of milk products and filling of milk products. To obtain a complete
view of the company, relationships between these different processes have to be represented. This is
achieved via a value chain model, consisting of three elements: exchange processes, transformation
processes and the flow of resources between them. The value chain model for Milkina is demonstrated
in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: REA value chain model for Milkina

From the examples above it is clear that a REA Model is created from the perspective of a single
organization in the business network. Every organization will, in other words, have its own REA Model.
The same goes for a Value Chain Model and Business Model Canvas. As stated earlier, a single Value
Network Diagram or E3-Value Model can be shared across all organizations in the same network. These
last two value models offer the advantage therefore that all organizations in the network share the
same view of their collaboration.

3.6 Value Stream Mapping
Like a Value Chain Model, Business Model Canvas, E3-Value Model and REA-Model also a Value Stream
Map offers a view of the activities of a company. However, here is a sharp contrast. The first four
mentioned models only represent only the value creating activities/processes. However, Value Stream
Mapping was developed to identify and to eliminate non-value adding activities (muda) (Hines and
Taylor, 2000). Therefore here it is necessary to represent three types of activities: (1) the value adding
activities, that add real value to the produced good or service, (2) the necessary but non-value adding
activities, that do not add value, but are necessary for a correct way of producing, and (3) the nonvalue adding activities that do not at all deliver value for the product or service. The first two types of
activities may also be part of a Value Chain Model. However, none of the former discussed models
represents muda. There is another big difference with especially Value Chain Modeling and Business
Model Ontology. As already earlier discussed, these value models are used to simplify the
implementation of the chosen business strategy. Also Value Network Analysis and E3-Value Modeling
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especially consider strategic choices. This is in contrast to Value Stream Mapping where the focus is
on implementing lean manufacturing and eliminating the seven types of muda (overproduction,
waiting, transport, unsuitable processing, unnecessary stock, unnecessary movement and defects)
(Hines and Taylor, 2000). So, the goals are operationally oriented rather than strategically. To achieve
this, Sakichi and Kiichiro Toyoda, founders of the Japanese car manufacturer Toyota, discovered
‘material and information flow maps’, that nowadays are better known as Value Stream Maps (Hines
and Rich, 1997). As the original name already indicates, there attention is given to both material flows
and the (control) information flows in the company. This in contrast to, on one hand, Value Chain
Modeling and Business Model Ontology, as these do not represent the connections between business
processes, and on the other hand to E3-Value Modeling and REA-Modeling where the focus is also on
material flows, rather than on (control) information flows. Value Network Analysis is more balanced
in this respect.

3.6.1 Value Stream Mapping method
Value Stream Mapping focuses on the production path of a product (family), starting at the most
important side, namely the customer, and from there back to where it all starts: the raw materials
(Rother and Shook, 1998), (Tapping, Luyster and Shuker, 2002). This way, a visual representation can
be drawn of every process that is part of the current material flow. This is called the current state map.
Next, different lean techniques are applied to this, so that all processes are connected as a “flow” and
the muda is reduced to a minimum. Like this the current state map is transformed to the future state
map, where each process only produces what the (internal) customer needs and when it needs it, one
of the most important principles of lean manufacturing. Figure 10 shows the current state map of
Milkina.

Figure 10: Value Stream Map for Milkina
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3.6.2 Current state map
According to the case study, Milkina produces different types of milk products. As a Value Stream Map
focuses on a single product (family), we focus on the production of UHT-milk. The best way to
represent this current state map is by following the actual production path of the chosen product
family (Rother and Shook, 1998). For this you first draw, in the right-hand top corner, a factory icon
that represents the customer. Next, near the bottom of the map, the basic production processes are
drawn according to the production sequence. In the case of Milkina these are, subsequently, testing
and pumping up the raw milk, pasteurization, homogenization and UHT-handling, and finally filling and
packing the final milk products. Specific information is then collected about each production step and
represented under the process box. This information can, among others, include cycle time, valueadding time, number of employees, capacity, etc. The pyramid icon indicates where stock piles up, for
how long and how much. These stocks are a typical example of muda in a production process. Map
drafting then proceeds with drawing material flows, both to the customer and from the most
important suppliers, by means of lorry icons and wide arrows. Information flows are then drawn as
thin arrows, near the top of the map, starting with a production control process box. The production
control process collects and processes information from customers and the shop floor and generates
and communicates instructions to each production process. Finally, at the very bottom of the map a
timeline is drawn, so that the total production lead time can be calculated. This is the time a product
needs to travel throughout the entire production path (39 hours in the Milkina case) and is usually
much longer than the time that is actually required for the value-adding production steps (31 minutes).

3.6.3 Future state map
After representation of the current state, one can proceed with analysis of improvements in order to
make the production path more lean. This includes that individual processes are connected with their
(internal) customers through continuous flow or a pull mechanism, so that these processes only
produce what the (internal) customer needs and when it is needed. This is achieved by asking eight
questions, based on lean tools (just-in-time, production smoothing, setup reduction, kanban, cellular
manufacturing, kaizen, etc.), and by changing the current state map towards the future state map,
based on the answers to these questions. A more complete discussion of lean manufacturing and these
eight questions is provided by (Rother and Shook, 1998), (Hines and Rich, 1997) and (Braglia,
Carmignani en Zammori, 2006).

Once the future state map has been drawn, implementation can start, preferably via small steps, to
avoid big disruptions. Often simulations are used to analyze impacts of the future state map
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(McDonald, Van Aken, and Rentes, 2002), (Lian and Van Landeghem, 2002) and (Abdulmalek and
Rajgopal, 2007). A well-articulated value stream plan is considered useful too (Rother and Shook,
1998). Normally, implementation of the future state map is not the end of the story. Value stream
mapping, and lean manufacturing in general, is considered an iterative process. After implementation
the cycle starts all over.

3.7 Service-Oriented Business Architecture analysis
Finally there is the Service-Oriented Business Architecture (SOBA) analysis. It was developed by IBM
based on their observation that customer expectations have undergone an evolution over the last
years. Especially the demand for more innovation, higher flexibility and shorter time to market
triggered IBM to thoroughly understand

actual business structures (Cherbakov, Galambos,

Harishankar, Kalyana and Rackham, 2005). The aim was to design on demand business, according to
which fast trading, proactivity and good relationships with both customers and suppliers are central
notions. Extensive research showed that this can be achieved by means of two concepts, namely
componentization and service orientation. With componentization they mean splitting up the
organization in business components that describe what the company does to create value for its
customers (Cherbakov et al, 2005). It is comparable to capability mapping, where capabilities are the
most stable elements of a company (Homann, 2006). Indeed, components and capabilities are seen as
black boxes. They describe what the company does, but not how they do it. In other words, the
implementation is hidden. As implementation (possibly via process models) can change often,
implementation elements (such as process models) are not suitable for building up a stable value
model and a durable IT-architecture (Cook, 2007). Perhaps, an example can clarify this. An important
Milkina activity is collecting the raw milk from the farmers. In theory this is a stable element and so it
can be considered a capability/component. However, on a more detailed level, the different steps of
the milk collecting process are less stable. These may change when, for example, more efficient ways
are invented to perform this activity. By focusing on the stable elements of a company, one can cope
with the volatility of business activities and with technological changes, without constantly having to
adapt the IT-architecture (Kano, Koide, Liu and Ramachandran, 2005). To grow to a successful on
demand business, however, componentization is not enough (Cherbakov et al, 2005). Interactions
between the different business components have to allow for seamless integration. Moreover, to meat
the requirements for high flexibility, it has to be possible to outsource a component rapidly and easily
or to easily again insource an outsourced component. Here the second SOBA-aspect, service
orientation, offers a solution. Each business component should be considered a mini-company by
itself, so that it can trade independently of others (Tian, Ray, Lee, Cao and Ding, 2008). Just like the
aggregated company, a component will also exchange goods and services with other internal
components or with external suppliers or customers. Besides, it is the idea that the company considers
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which components it best performs itself and which ones it should rather outsource to external
suppliers. The company can also chose to offer its own components as business services to other
companies. This way a network of business components and services is created, which can be referred
to as a Service-Oriented Business Architecture (SOBA) (Walker, 2007). The model of this network is
somewhat similar to a Value Network Diagram, E3-Value Model and REA-Model. However, it stresses
internal activities more than the first two mentioned value models do, and in contrast to a REA-Model
there is no attention is given to who is responsible for a certain component. Moreover a flow of goods
or intangibles is not represented directly, but only indirectly via provided and requested services.

Originally this approach is coming from the IT-departments where service orientation is applied to ITinfrastructures (Barry, 2003), (Krafzig, Banke and Slama, 2004), (Rosen, Lublinsky, Smith and Balcer,
2008). IBM Consulting has developed two methods that can be used by companies to achieve on
demand business, namely one for componentization and one for service orientation.

3.7.1 Method 1: Component Business Model
The first method is the Component Business Model (CBM) and is used as a tool for componentization
(Cherbakov et al, 2005). It consists of a framework for analyzing and modelling a company and it clubs
the different business activities into business components. This is done by first listing the value adding
activities of a company. The listed activities are then, in a matrix, split into two categories. Columns
represent categories used to aggregate activities according to business competences. So they can be
characterized based on the type of value that they offer to the total company. Rows represent
categories that differentiate the activities based on responsibility, or the degree of authority to take
decisions. IBM defines three types here: direct (set strategy and goals, draw up guidelines and assess
performances), control (check progress, categorizing the work and prioritize) and execute (realize
plans, daily management including for example production and maintenance). Matrix cells will then
form the business components. The Component Business Model for Milkina is represented in Figure
11.
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Figure 11: Component Business Model for Milkina

By means of this component business map priorities can be assigned to components to get a CBM heat
map. In Figure 11 the components in the orange cells have the largest impact on the value which
Milkina delivers to its customers. For example, delivered customer service is crucial, because Milkina
customizes products for her customers and through that, distinguishes itself from the competition.
This component has high priority. The same is true for the ‘Orders’ component, that processes and
produces received orders fast as possible, once product design interactions finalized.

3.7.2 Method 2: Service-Oriented Modeling and Architecture
The second IBM method supports the service orientation aspect and is called Service Oriented
Modeling and Architecture (SOMA) (Cherbakov et al, 2005). The solution of this method is a SOBA: a
network of business components and services, which is implementation independent. This SOBA can
afterwards be implemented by using process models. To achieve this, the results of the above
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mentioned CBM-analysis, as well as the business goals are used, according to a three-step procedure.
Firstly the identification of potential services and flows should take place. This step, applied to the
‘Orders’ component of Milkina is represented in Figure 12.
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Place order

Orders
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Customers
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Customerservice

Inform and convince
customers

CampaignManagement

Figure 12: 'Orders' component: offered and used services

Here, ‘Orders’ makes use of services that are offered by other components. So it is dependent on the
‘Customer Service’ component for the result of the discussion of the product design and for the
customer profile. So both ‘discussion product design’ and ‘customer profile’ are services that are
offered by the ‘Customer service’ component. ‘Orders’ itself also performs activities and can offer
them as services to other components. The ‘place order’ service for example can be used for different
types of products. When this analysis is performed for every component, the result is a stable network
of components that exchange business services.

This is followed by the specification and implementation of the services. Again applied to the ‘Orders’
component of Milkina, a process model can be made to orchestrate the three offered services (see
Figure 13). However, these last two steps of SOMA do not deal with strategic decisions anymore, but
are concerned with operational implementations. So SOMA can be seen as the bridge between a value
model (Figure 11 and Figure 12) and a process model (Figure 13).
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Figure 13: 'Orders' process model

3.8 Summary
We can conclude that the seven value models mentioned above have quite a lot in common, both in
terms of elements and in terms of insights. This is in a way logical, because every model tries to reach
the same to some extent, namely representing how a company creates value for its customers. But
each value model is doing this in a specific way and the different value models can be considered
complementary. The Value Chain Model and Business Model Canvas are the only two models that are
oriented towards business strategy and that imply a way of thinking about implementing strategy .
The Value Network Diagram is the only model that considers intangible exchanges between partners
and the REA Model is more explicit about accountability for value creation inside a company, than the
other models. A summary of the similarities and differences between the seven value models is
provided in Table 4.
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Table 4: Summary of the insights and elements per value model

In Chapter 1 it was already quoted that VDML, the new value modeling standard, tries to integrate the
insights of the seven value models. So, with the help of this method they would no longer depend on
more models to get the complete picture of the value creating process. The following chapter discusses
the VDML-based modeling technique and its application to the Milkina case study.

4. Value Delivery Modeling Language
As already explained in the introduction, value models are used as a tool to translate business strategy
to an implementation plan for the organization structures, processes and systems. In other words,
they are suitable for analyzing and designing the business. This is true for VDML as well. The VDML
modeling language has been developed in particular to bridge between detailed process models and
high level strategic value models (as the Business Model Canvas of Osterwalder and the Value Chain
Model of Porter) of a company.

To achieve this as well as the previously mentioned integration between existing value models, a single
type of diagram approach, like the other value modeling techniques follow, would not suffice. The
Business Model Ontology of Osterwalder for example, just uses the Business Model Canvas to
represent the underlying focus points and concepts. Value Network Analysis of Allee is based on just
the Value Network Diagram. The same goes for the other existing value models. However, the VDML
standard unites the different value visions of this models. A single diagram is not enough to represent
all this, and hence this standard comes with a set of related diagrams. These diagrams are mutually
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connected and it is assumed that, in an implementation (software tool to support VDML-based
modeling), navigation is possible from one diagram to the other. Due to this multiple-diagram
approach, whereby each diagram comes with its own focus, applying the VDML standard to business
modeling is somewhat more complicated than is the case with the other seven value models.
Therefore this thesis will propose an action plan or methodology, that can be used as guide to develop
the different VDML diagrams. The most important VDML concepts and techniques will be explained
by means of this modeling guide line and the application of it to the case study. For a complete
overview of VDML the reader should refer to the VDML specification itself (VDML submission, 2012).

Before we follow the action plan, first some typical VDML concepts should be defined:
-

Collaboration: a collection of participants that collaborate because of a common goal or
purpose. Different types of collaborations are defined, such as business network, community,
organization unit and capability method.

-

Participants: everyone and everything that can play a role in a collaboration, mostly these are
(roles of) persons or other collaborations.

-

Role: the expected behavior and skills profile of a participant in a specific collaboration.

-

Business item: everything that can be transferred from a provider to a receiver, which transfer
may also conveys value to the receiver. Business items may be such things as products,
product parts, contracts and orders, but may also identify intangibles, such as influence,
feedback, informal support, etc. So, business items can be both tangible and intangible, and
this strongly reminds of the definition of a deliverable in a Value Network Diagram of Allee.

-

Activity: the work performed by a participant that fulfills a certain role in a collaboration.

-

Capability: the competence to perform a certain type of work and to deliver the desired value.

The diagrams that will be shown in what follows, have been created in the VDML tool of Cordys, a
VDML implementation that was in beta-stage during the thesis project.

Step 1: Business network structure diagram
As first step, the parties involved in value creation and exchange should be identified. These are usually
the company from who’s perspective the value model is being developed, its suppliers, customers and
other strategic partners. Together these participants form a business network. A business network is
a type of collaboration whereby the parties involved are independent entities. Figure 14 represents is
the business network structure diagram of Milkina. It should be noted that, for sake of clarity, only
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the supply side of Milkina (in the dairy industry) is shown. If you would model the complete dairy
industry, the illustrating diagrams would be larger than necessary to demonstrate the VDML concepts.

Milk industry
Business Network

producer

1st tier customer

Milkina

Wholesale

2nd tier customer

End consumers

Figure 14: Business network structure diagram of Milkina

As this diagram suggests, participants involved in the milk industry business network are the company
Milkina, wholesale and end consumers. Each of these fulfills a party role in this network. In this
network, Milkina serves as producer, and wholesale and end consumers are first and second tier
customers respectively. Besides this business network also other collaborations are defined. Milkina is
defined as an organization unit. This is a structured and formal type of a collaboration. Org units are
responsible for assets. Org units are also the basic building blocks of the structure of the organization.
An org unit might identify a department of a company, but might also identify the company itself.
Wholesale and end consumers are modeled as communities in this model. A community is a
collaboration, as its members are supposed to have matching interests and a common purpose.
Responsibilities are not assigned to communities. However, when a VDML-model would be drafted
from the perspective of, e.g., wholesale, a typical wholesale organization would be defined as
organization unit and Milkina would either still be defined as organization (serving as supplier), or,
instead a community of suppliers would be defined, which would, likely implicitly, have Milkina as a
member (one of many suppliers). In other words, this difference depends on the perspective from
which the model is created. Next to organization units and communities, also individual persons could
be assigned party roles in a business network (though this is not modeled in the case example). Figure
14 also shows how the different types of collaborations, here business network, org unit and
community, have their own icon (differentiated by a marker in the top left corner in every rectangle
participant-box)
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Step 2: Value proposition exchange diagram
Now that the participants have been defined, as involved in the business network, a value proposition
exchange diagram can be drafted based on it. Just like with other value models the creation and
exchange of value is considered the heart of every business. VDML defines the concept of value as
measurable (factor of) benefit, of interest to a receiver, and delivered to the receiver by means of a
business item. This value may represent an attribute that is intrinsically present in the business item
(as the weight or the structure), but may as well represent other advantages connected to the business
item, such as the price of a product or service. Values may also represent benefits that come from the
transaction or the relationship. However, the value proposition exchange diagram does not show the
value additions of the individual business items. It rather represents a bundle of values, identified by
a value proposition that is exchanged (orange square in Figure 15). After all it is the combination of
values obtained, that determine the satisfaction of the receiver.

Figure 15: Value proposition exchange diagram of Milkina

Figure 15 shows the value proposition exchange diagram of Milkina. Its construction starts with adding
the parties of Step 1. Then it is checked which parties deliver value to whom. In this case study two
types of value flow can be distinguished. On one hand there are the value propositions that are based
on the offered milk products. In this case Milkina delivers goods to the wholesale (first tier customers),
the wholesale in turn processes and offers them further to the end consumers (second tier customers).
In return, from the end consumers and wholesale money flows back to the milk product providing
parties. These are the most obvious value additions. On the other hand there are also value
propositions associated with transmitted information. In order for Milkina to produce the milk product
as desired, Milkina should indeed have an idea about what the wholesale exactly wants. However,
wholesale, in turn, is dependent on the question of the end consumers. Information flows should
therefore occur between these parties. This way six relevant value propositions can be distinguished
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in total, when modeling Milkina’s business logic: ‘producer product proposition’, ‘wholesale product
proposition’, ‘end consumer money proposition’, ‘wholesale money proposition’, ‘wholesale
information proposition’ and ‘end consumer information proposition’.

Per value proposition it can be determined what the receivers appreciate and consider correct about
the business items delivered. For example, in relation to the ‘producer product proposition’ it can be
stated that wholesale mainly cares for fair price, rapid product development, compliance with their
product requirements, and food safety. These aspects of a value proposition are called the value
proposition components. As it are these components that determine the satisfaction of the receiver,
the VDML-tool makes it possible to determine what the source activities and measurements are for
each component. These measurements are further discussed in Step 8.

Step 3: High level activity network diagram and role collaboration diagram
After determining the relevant value propositions, the value-exchanges can be modelled more in
detail. Step 3 is about drafting the high level activity network diagram and corresponding role
collaboration diagram. Both start again from the three parties as determined in Step 1, but in contrast
to the value proposition exchange diagram, the focus in the third step is on modelling the exchanged
business items themselves. As already reported in the introduction of this chapter, business items can
be both tangible and intangible. In the Cordys tool they can further be subdivided in the types
“information”, “material”, “money”, “resources” and “other”. Modeling can proceed in two different
ways here. One can start by creating the high level activity network diagram. While this diagram is
modeled, in the Cordys-tool the corresponding role collaboration diagram is automatically constructed
simultaneously. The inverse is also possible, but as an activity network diagram does contain more
detail than a role collaboration diagram, this approach asks a little more from the user (based on
guidance by the tool). Assuming the first approach, in subsequent paragraphs we first discuss the high
level activity network diagram, followed by a discussion of the high level role collaboration diagram.

To start creating a high level activity network diagram, a swim lane is placed, known from process
models as BPMN. One for each party from Step 1. Next it is determined what the value creating
activities are that every party performs, together with incoming and outgoing business items, as
required. Activities are represented by light blue and rounded corner rectangles in Figure 16.
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Figure 16: High level activity network diagram of Milkina

The activity ‘Consume product’ is, for example, a relevant activity that is performed by the end
consumer. Business items are represented by means of deliverable flows. These are the black
connectors going from one activity to the other. Names associated with these connectors represent
the names of the associated business items. For example, business item ‘product’ serves as an input
for the activity ‘Consume product’. By consuming the products, end consumers form an opinion about
the purchased goods. It is the task of the wholesale to catch this opinion and to interpret it (see the
activity ‘Interpret consumer behavior’). Business item ‘information about consumption’ therefore, is
output of ‘Consume product’ and input to ‘Interpret consumer behavior’. Stores can be used in this
type of diagram too. Stores are represented by inverted pyramids and represent reservoirs of business
items; they receive and hold business items until the next activity needs them. So products are first
stored in the storage of Milkina before they are transported to wholesale. After wholesale received
them and added value to them (for example, by processing them further), they are again stored until
they are made available to the end consumers. Stores are in a way similar to stocks in Value Stream
Mapping.

After the high level activity network diagram is completed, the automatically drafted high level role
collaboration diagram can be viewed, as presented in Figure 17. Here only the parties are represented,
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together with the business items that they exchange, so that this type of diagram is similar to the
earlier discussed Value Network Diagram of Allee. The detail of activities and stores, as well as
deliverable flows that occur “within” a participant, is abstracted out of this diagram. This diagram
offers a more abstract view on the business logic therefore, and serves well to provide overview of the
collaboration in the business network.

Figure 17: High level role collaboration diagram of Milkina

Modeling in this step can be further advanced by making use of capability and business item libraries,
both being part of the VDML modeling language as well. These are – usually categorized – collections
of capabilities and business item definitions, which can be used in the VDML model. The user of
libraries enforces consistency between the different diagrams. Also when different persons work on
an identical VDML-model or if several scenarios (see Step 9: Scenarios) are worked out, libraries
facilitate standardization. Therefore modeling can be performed more productively and models and
model parts can be compared better. Using libraries is not obliged technically, but is surely advisable.
Each time when an activity or business item is added to a diagram, it is therefore wise to first consult
the library that is used. Note that a business item can be created based on a business item definition
in the business item library. The business item will then refer to that business item definition. Similarly,
an activity can be created based on a capability in the capability library (which is said to be the
capability that the activity requires). According to VDML an activity is an application of a capability.
The activity refers to that capability. If the proper capability or business item definition is available in
the library, it is used to create the corresponding activity or business item; if not, a new definition can
be added. Often, refinement or extension of libraries occurs concurrently with creation of these
diagrams. After all VDML models are completed, these libraries are complete also, ready to support
next cycles of modeling, concerned with creating new model versions or with similar modeling
exercises in the company (see Step 7: Capability and business item libraries).
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Step 4: Low level activity network diagrams and role collaboration diagrams
Perhaps it was already noticed that the activities of the high level activity network diagram of the
former step were defined pretty widely. So the activities ‘Processing product requirements’ and
‘Management implementation’ of Milkina, for example, need further depth to represent and
understand the business logic completely. This is represented in these activities by means of an expand
button (square with a plus sign in it). These activities are said to delegate work to a so-called capability
method. A capability method is the fourth and last type of collaboration and is defined as a reusable
routine for performing activities, to support a particular capability. The activity ‘Processing product
requirements’, for instance, delegates its work to the capability method ‘Processing product
requirements’. The capability method in turn, contains the more detailed activities needed to support
the capability that the high-level activity requires. Capability method ‘Processing product
requirements’ contains ‘Processing possibilities’ and ‘Accepting product properties’ as detailed
activities. An oversight of this can be found in Figure 18.
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productrequirements

Processing
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Low level activities

Productrequirmentes

P01.1

P01.2

Processing

Accepting
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productproperties

Figure 18: Oversight activities and capability methods of 'processing product requirements'

Note that different activities can delegate work to the same capability method. Though not part of this
case study, once could imagine as an example how activities ‘Manage prototype production’ and
‘Manage commercial production’ can delegate to the same capability method ‘Make product’ (VDML
manufacturing use case, 2012). So the connection need not be one-to-one . Delegation of multiple
activities, each in their own context, to the same capability method, is the construct in VDML to
implement the concept of what is also known as “shared service”.

The same can be done for the high level activity ‘Manage implementation’. An oversight similar to
Figure 18 is included in Appendix 2.1. Three different capability methods of the Milkina case have been
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specified in this thesis. So, step four is about modeling activity network diagrams and role collaboration
diagrams for each of these capability methods. For this, the same working method is followed as in
Step 3. The only difference is that an additional icon is used, namely the small triangle directed to the
right. Elements represented by that icon are the so-called input and output ports of the capability
method. When a high-level activity delegates its work to the capability method, inputs and outputs of
that activity are then mapped (“delegated”) to the corresponding input and output ports of the
capability method. This way these icons make clear that a business item from another activity network
diagram is consumed or produced. This way the different activity network diagrams are connected
with each other. Examples of a low level activity network diagram and corresponding role collaboration
diagram for the ‘Processing product requirements’ capability method are represented in Figure 19 and
Figure 20 respectively. Similar diagrams for the other two capability methods can be found in
Appendices 2.2 - 2.5.

Figure 19: Low level activity network diagram 'Processing product requirements' of Milkina

Figure 20: Low level role collaboration diagram 'Processing product requirements' of Milkina

As these diagrams show, not only activities become more detailed, but also parties (in capability
methods participant roles are actually called ‘performers’) become more specific. These low level
diagrams do not include a role for Milkina therefore, but rather the responsible employees are
performers at this level. This reminds of REA-models, and shows how VDML covers essential REA
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concepts. Also in step four, libraries are supposed to be used, and may, by using them, be further
completed.

Step 5: Organization structure diagram
So-far and due to the modeling results of the former steps, one does already have good sight of the
value creating exchanges both between Milkina and its customers as well as within Milkina itself. It is
now time to have a look at the departments in the organization structure of Milkina. It are indeed
these departments that deliver the capabilities and that are responsible for the performance of the
activities of Step 3 and 4. The corresponding departments of Milkina are: ‘Sales & Delivery’,
‘Production & Lab’ and ‘Planning’. Figure 21 represents these in an organization structure diagram.

Figure 21: Organization structure diagram of Milkina

Departments, as building blocks of the formal structure of the organization, are modeled as
organization units, just like the company itself. Next to this, the role of each department (organization
unit) is defined, named department 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Via these roles, the departments
‘collaborate’ together in the context of Milkina as a company. Hence the organization structure
diagram of Figure 21 is similar to the business network structure diagram as analyzed in Step 1. Though
roles are not called party roles here, but positions.

In conclusion of Step 5 one should notice that the Milkina organization does obviously consist of more
departments, as also the Value Chain Model indicates. However, as already mentioned in Step 1, in
this thesis, VDML models are only build up in relation to the delivery side of Milkina, in order to keep
the demonstration of VDML concepts easy to read.

Step 6: Capability management diagrams
In Step 6, the information that results from the three previous steps, is used to draft a capability
management diagram for each organization unit in the organization structure diagram. A capability
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management diagram shows which capability offers are provided by a department so that the business
activities can be performed. A capability offer identifies the ability to perform a certain type of work
and to deliver the corresponding desired value, as equipped and managed by a specific provider, i.e.
by an organization unit. For this purpose, every organization unit should identify capability methods
and/or resources needed to provide their capabilities. As already explained in Step 4, capability
methods specify in detail how a capability can is delivered. When you are modelling by means of the
VDML tool, you can directly navigate from a capability method in the capability management diagram
to the activity network diagram of this capability method. Resources represent what is used or
consumed in order to deliver the capability, but do not go into further detail. Defining resources, to
support a capability offer, is especially useful for the more atomic capabilities, that are used by
activities for which no further delegation is needed. As as example see the capability management
diagram of the organization unit ‘Production & Lab’ in Figure 22.

Figure 22: Capability management diagram 'Production & Lab' of Milkina

In this figure the green rounded corner rectangles represent capability offers. Capability methods are
represented by the pink rectangles, connected with the corresponding capability offer via dotted lines.
Like in activity network diagrams, inverted pyramids denote resource stores. A re-use marker (circular
arrow) inside the store icon, indicates that the store represents a ‘pool’ of re-usable resources. Stores
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and pools are connected with the capability offers that they support by means of dotted lines as well.
This way an oversight is obtained of the high and low level activities of Milkina and of how and by
which department these can be realized. As activity network diagrams focus on the flow of business
items and the activities by which capabilities are used, capability management diagrams define
responsibilities of organization units, and how they manage their capabilities and resources.

Capability management diagrams for the organization units ‘Sales & Delivery’ and ‘Planning’ are
included in respectively Appendix 3.1 and 3.2.

Step 7: Capability and business item libraries
While drafting the activity network diagrams and capability management diagrams the user is
encouraged to take advantage of libraries. Advantages of using libraries have already been discussed
in relation to Step 3. The idea is, e.g. in relation to a capability library, that, when one requires an
activity in an activity network diagram, or a capability offer or capability method in a capability
management diagram, it is checked whether the corresponding capability was not used before. If there
is indeed a corresponding definition in the library, it is appropriate to use it again. The same applies to
re-use of business item definitions, as contained in a business item library, to create business items in
activity network diagrams and role collaboration diagrams. If the required business item definition or
capability cannot be found in the library, it can be added to it, together with a clear definition. This
way of working furthers the consistency in value models and reusing the capabilities (and business
items) between departments and companies.

Figure 23 represents the capability library diagram of Milkina. This diagram provides a good view on
the taxonomy of capabilities. For example, when you look at the ‘Product requirements’ capability
category, you see that this includes one main capability, namely ‘Processing product requirements’.
This main capability depends on two lower level capabilities, namely ‘Processing possibilities’ and
‘Accepting product properties’. For clarification every capability can be given a code, for example U01
for ‘Management orders’. The lower level capability, ‘Planning orders’, can then carry a subsequent
code, namely U01.1. This way of coding furthers the understandability of the capability taxonomy.
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Figure 23: Capability library diagram of Milkina

A business item library is constructed similarly. Also here categories can be added, so that navigation
and searching through the library is simplified. However, in contrast to a capability library there is no
diagram provided to give a graphical overview of business item definitions and categories on one page.
An overview of the business item definitions in the Milkina case study is provided in Appendix 4.

Step 8: Value measurements
This step builds further on the result of Step 2: value propositions and their value proposition
components. ‘Fair price’, for example, is a component of the ‘Producer product proposition’. As these
components embody the value that is received by customers, the VDML model also attaches
measurements to these. Measurements are based on measures, being methods that allow for
characterization of properties of something (here of value proposition components) by assigning
quantifications or qualifications to them. A measurement is an object that represents a quantification
or qualification and is result of applying a measure. ‘Product price’, for example, is a measurement for
the value proposition component ‘fair price’. VDML models are measurement-enabled, by integration
with Software Metrics Meta-Model (SMM, 2012), being another OMG specification. SMM specifies a
measure library, to facilitate measure re-use, as well.
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Measures (and so measurements) are often dependent on each other, as certain measures might
aggregate from other measures ‘Product price’, for example, is influenced by ‘Product cost’ and the
chosen ‘Profit margin’. ‘Product cost’, in turn, depends on the required level of ‘Food safety’. Generally,
the more procedures and activities are involved in producing a milk product, the higher the associated
costs are. It is interesting and of vital importance to incorporate these influences in a VDML model. is
the dependences (influences) can be represented via a measurement dependency diagram. An
example of it in the Milkina case is presented in Figure 24. Blue rectangles represent measured
characteristics (and their measurements) and connectors represent the mutual influences. A plus sign
indicates that increase of the measurement at the tail of the connector also increases the
measurement at the arrowhead of it. A minus sign suggests that increase of the measurement at the
tail leads to decrease of the measurement at the arrowhead of the connector. Specific measure logic,
including aggregation algebra, can be specified per each measure (so, per node in the graph).

Profit

Profit margin
Turnover

Product costs
Availibility sources
Product price

Customer satisfaction
Food safety

Similarity product
requirements

Delivery time product

Market knowledge

Long-term
relationship with
customer

Quality negotiations

Figure 24: Measurement dependency of Milkina

This diagram was modeled by means of a drawing tool, as this diagram was not yet implemented in
the Cordys tool at the moment it was used for the Milkina use case. Once it has been implemented
however, it should be possible to view, for each measurement, which value of which activity, resource
(store) or value proposition it measures, as well as, per each of these, which measurement(s) it has
impact on and/or embodies. For example, the measurement ‘Compliance with product requirements’
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is predominantly determined through the activity ‘Processing product requirements’ and the
measurement ‘Delivery time product’, among others, through ‘Deliver product’. This way, by means
of the tool, it should be easy to view which activities have the most impact on and are therefore crucial
for optimizing customer satisfaction.

Step 9: Scenarios
Finally, it is possible to define more than one scenario for analyze the same VDML model. A scenario
is a certain situation in which a certain set of measurements is applicable. This implies that different
scenarios, in the same model, can have different sets of measurements. Next to varying
measurements, a scenario can also be used to vary some other aspects of the model. For example, an
activity may delegate to another capability method, in a different scenario), or a role might be assigned
differently in another scenario. Possible scenarios are for example a cost-conscious customer towards
a quality conscious customer, or different production lines as UHT-milk towards pudding, or the AS IS
scenario towards a possible TO BE scenario, etc.. Therefore VDML allows to check the levels of
satisfaction of different potential scenarios and so the activities can be detected that are responsible
for possible differences. This step is important for the management of a company, as this way they can
research and evaluate alternative business plans.

The result of modeling according to these nine steps is a complete VDML-model. It would typically
contain a business network structure diagram, value proposition exchange diagram, high level activity
network diagram and role collaboration diagram, as well as low level activity network diagrams and
role collaboration diagrams, an organization structure diagram, capability management diagrams,
capability and business item libraries, a measurement dependency diagram and possibly multiple
scenarios. In conclusion of this chapter, Figure 25 represents the most important VDML concepts and
relationships between them. In chapter 5 VDML will be subjected to scrutiny.
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Figure 25: Oversight most important VDML-concepts2

5. VDML: critical review
This chapter is meant to integrate all collected knowledge. First we will look back to chapter 1. In that
chapter we highlighted the nine requirements the OMG has formulated in the RFP, related to the new
value modeling standard. Having analyzed the VDML-concepts and collected a good understanding of
VDML, we can do the next step that is validate how the standard fulfills the nine requirements.
Secondly, in relation to the second aim of the master thesis, we argue whether the new VDML standard
can replace the seven existing value models. We will do this by comparing chapters 3 and 4. We will
use the Milkina case study as a guidance.

5.1. Does VDML fulfill the nine RFP requirements?
First we will evaluate if the proposed VDML standard can fulfill the nine RFP requirements of the OMG.
Subsequently these are: MOF Meta-Model proposal, incorporate value differentiators, enable
capability analysis, supporting sufficiently detailed analysis, switching between different abstraction
levels, contains result and cost variables, show relations between enterprises, modeling of events and
constrains and last but not least extendable with own specifications. Validation of these nine
prerequisites is relevant because it shows the benefit of the VDML elements and diagrams.

5.1.1. MOF Meta-Model
This requirement, meaning support for the OMG MOF Meta-Model, is fulfilled. As the VDML metamodel is MOF-based.

2

Source: Value Delivery Modeling Language MoD Workshop, 21 November 2012
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5.1.2. Value differentiators
The second RFP requirement is the support for the definition of differentiators, to build an overview
of important customer value aspects. This is reflected in the value proposition exchange diagram.
Properties of a value proposition identify, amongst others, the value proposition components. Value
proposition components represent aggregations of the most important aspects that influence
customer satisfaction. The VDML model can also support related measurements, which are the result
of applying measures. Once the VDML tool supports the measurement dependency diagram, the
(causal) relationships between these measurements (including value proposition value
measurements) can be presented in graphical notation also.

VDML also supports the connection of the responsible activities to these measurements and value
proposition components. This way, a VDML model can express which activities and capabilities are the
source of the differentiators. The measurement dependency diagram is just an abstraction of this. It
would also be interesting to also visualize value contribution in the activity network diagram itself..
Figure 26 suggests how this can be hooked into the notation of the activity network diagram. The
VDML meta-model does support this.

Figure 26: Value add in activity network diagram

We can conclude that this second OMG requirement is basically satisfied, and that the suggested
notation improvement will make things more explicit to the user.

5.1.3. Capability analysis
The third requirement, about modeling of relevant capabilities and capability properties, is well
supported in VDML and in the software tool of Cordys. With the capability library every capability can
be defined, combined with the specification of the inputs, outputs, measures, attributes, etc. The
capability library diagram supports you to also define the capability hierarchy structure. With capability
management diagrams you can model which organization unit is responsible for a capability offer and
how this capability offer is fulfilled with a capability method or with resources. This way you can
determine which organization units provide which capability offers. Multiple organization units might
have a capability offer for the same capability. A next step of analysis may be concerned with analyzing
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multiple scenarios, in which the offering organization unit varies. In other words, multiple TO-BE
scenarios can be modelled to determine which organization unit can best offer the shared capability
and how the allocation of this capability can be optimized.

5.1.4. Sufficient detail
According to the fourth requirement, a VDML model needs to support sufficient detail to represent
business operations. At the same time, higher levels of abstraction should be supported. This is e.g.
supported by applying activity network and role collaboration modeling at multiple levels of
abstraction. The activity network diagram used at high level is particularly useful to support strategic
decision making because it reflects what the enterprise does and what activities of strategic partners
(like customers, suppliers, and subcontractors) are involved. And the role collaboration diagram used
at high level can be used to evaluate if the exchange of business items is balanced between the parties.
Does every participant get value in return for its own offerings? The same diagrams on low level
represent more detail and are therefore very useful to support operational decision making. Using
detailed analysis of the business activities, deliverable flows and stores, is useful to determine which
employee (performer role) is responsible for which activities and how they interact with each other.
The input of one employee is output of another. Scenarios, related to the models at both high level
and low level of abstraction, can be used to determine the optimal TO-BE situation.

5.1.5. Sufficient abstraction levels
Next to the coverage of both strategic and operational layers, it is also important to support different
views. Sometimes it can be desirable to view only the aggregated value-exchanges between business
network parties. This is possible by means of a value proposition exchange diagram. This is the highest
level of abstraction, only depicting which parties provide value to which other parties. However, if you
want to analyze the flow of individual business items between these parties or between parties inside
the company, then the role collaboration diagram can be used. When you want to analyze the business
logic in further detail and focus on the activities that each party performs as well as the stores that
each party uses, the corresponding activity network diagram is the proper view to use. So it is possible
to switch from one level of abstraction to another, dependent of which diagram turns out to be the
most useful, and this applies to both business networks and collaborations inside a company.

5.1.6 Performance and cost aspects
The sixth requirement states that it should be possible to analyze data about performance and cost of
activities, as well as their influence on customer satisfaction. VDML supports the analysis of the value
that activities and resources add to the value that is embodied by value propositions, as well as of the
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measurements (and related measures) associated with these values. This way their impact on
customer satisfaction can be checked.

5.1.7 Relations with other companies
A next important aspect that should be represented in VDML is the representation of the relations
with partners, as suppliers, customers and other strategic alliances, and this again at different levels
of abstraction. At the highest level of abstraction we only represent parties involved in a business
network. This is possible by means of a business network structure diagram. Here it is specified
whether a participant is identified by e.g. an organization unit (for example a company or department
of a company) or a community. Competences that the participants require can be derived from the
roles that they fulfill in the business network. If you want to view the collaboration in more detail, a
value proposition exchange diagram can be used, which represents the exchange of aggregated value
(as value propositions) between the parties. As a next step you can then draft a role collaboration
diagram. Here the exchange between the parties is broken down from value propositions to the
individual business items that convey the value that is embodied in the value propositions. As already
stated, these business items can represent both tangibles (goods, money, etc.) and intangibles
(knowledge, similarities, etc.). The most detailed view on a business network is provided by a high level
activity network diagram. It does not only depict the business items (deliverable flows), but also the
corresponding activities that each party performs, possibly decoupled via stores. This last type of
diagram provides a good view of each parties’ responsibilities, as well as, of dependencies between
the various interactions between the parties.

5.1.8 Events and constraints
A VDML-model can also define events and constrains by means of activity network diagrams. Activities
represent events, as they determine aspects of timing and throughput in the value chain. The order of
the activities is implicitly represented in an activity network diagram. Constraints are represented by
deliverable flows. These flows namely determine which inputs an activity is requiring, so that the work
can be performed, and from where in the company these inputs are coming. Activities can be
constrained this way.

5.1.9 Own specifications
Finally, the OMG asks for the possibility for users to add their own properties. This can be achieved by
adding custom defined “measured characteristics” to those elements that VDML defines as
“measurable”, such as Activities, Value Adds, Value Propositions, Value Proposition Components,
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Roles, etc. This way the user may e.g. determine how (s)he wants to measure added value. Or how to
further qualify roles.

After checking the requirements of the OMG, we can conclude that the VDML specification provides
rather complete and balanced modeling support in response to the RFP, and that the Cordys software
tool is well underway in implementing this specification, though some areas are still somewhat in
development.

5.2 Can VDML replace the existing value models?
Now that you have a comprehensive view on both the existing value models (from Chapter 3) and
VDML (from Chapter 4), we can proceed with evaluating whether VDML is sufficient to replace the
seven previously discussed value models. The OMG considers it a lacuna that, though a variety of value
models exists, there is no common language that unifies their concepts and approaches. Due to this
lack of integration it is impossible to easily switch business perspectives or perform analysis at varying
levels of abstraction. Therefore it is expected that the proposed standard covers the different
perspectives of these value models. It will be explored in this section, whether this objective has been
achieved. In other words, are essentials of each of the seven value models from Chapter 3 sufficiently
addressed in VDML, so that there is no need to complement VDML in order to cover these essentials?

5.2.1 Value Chain Model of Porter
Firstly the Value Chain Model of Porter will be compared with VDML. This model, in brief, represents
three aspects of a company, namely the primary activities, the secondary activities and the business
strategy to obtain a positive margin. Therefore it is clear that in a Value Chain Model the main focus is
on mapping the activities and this according to standardized categories. In a VDML-model primary
activities can be represented directly, mainly in activity network diagrams. Here you can clearly
indicate which goods are acquired from which supplier (inbound logistics), which activities are
performed on these goods so they can be transformed to a desired end product or service (operations),
how these goods are delivered and to which customers (outbound logistics), which steps are necessary
for the sale of end products (marketing & sales) and which activities are performed to optimize the
customer service (service). An overview of the similarities between the Value Chain Model and the
high level activity network diagram of Milkina are shown in Figure 27. Note that, though inbound
logistics of Milkina is not represented here, it would be perfectly possible to do so. Furthermore it is
up to the user whether or not to proceed with modeling lower level and more detailed activities in
lower level activity network diagrams. Appendix 2.4 provides further elaboration of Milkina operations
by means of a low level activity network diagram.
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Figure 27: Similarities Value Chain Model and high level activity diagram of Milkina

Secondary activities, such as procurement and technology development, can be represented in a lower
level activity network diagram as well,. An example of this is provided in (VDML Manufacturing Use
Case, 2012). Moreover, all these activities can be standardized through the use of a capability library.
The third secondary activity in the Porter Value Chain Model, namely firm infrastructure, represents
how the company is structured. Though an activity network diagram might be less adequate to
represent this, the organization structure diagram in VDML does exactly cover this. It represents of
which departments the company consists. Another secondary activity in the Porter model is about
human resource management. Its aspect of employees and their mutual dependencies can be
represented in a VDML-model by means of a low level activity network diagram or role collaboration
diagram. However, if you want to go deeper into the management of these employees, a VDML-model
is inadequate. So HRM-concepts as job rotation and bonus system can, for example, not be modeled.
Regarding the third Porter aspect, namely the strategy to obtain a positive margin, It should also be
noticed that, though VDML provides rich support to model how strategies can be achieved, based on
modeling activities, stores, value propositions, measures, etc., VDML does not support the definition
of strategy itself.

So, a VDML model is capable of modeling Porters activities, but it does not make strategic ideas behind
the activities explicit. It does neither make explicit distinction between primary and secondary
activities, like in a Value Chain Model.
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5.2.2 Business Model Ontology of Osterwalder
Though the VDML counterpart of Porter Value Chain Models is concentrated in VDML activity network
diagrams for the most part, VDML counterpart concepts for the nine building blocks of Osterwalder
are expressed in multiple diagrams.

The first building block, value proposition, relates to value propositions in a VDML value proposition
exchange diagram. The difference is that a Business Model Canvas only represents the value
propositions to the customers, while VDML has a broader take on this, and can also represent value
propositions between all value network parties.

A Business Model Canvas represents two types of value network parties, in separate building blocks,
namely customer segments (the customers) and key partnerships (the suppliers, strategic alliances,
etc.). In VDML the function of every party involved is indicated by means of roles in the business
network structure diagram. Therefore these customer segments and key partnerships can also be
found back in the VDML value proposition exchange diagram, high level role collaboration diagram
and high level activity network diagram.

Key activities and key resources, two other building blocks in the Business Model Canvas, are
represented in VDML by capabilities, activities, capability methods and stores. These concepts are
represented in VDML high and low level activity network diagrams and capability management
diagrams. Besides, an overview of the key activities (capabilities) in the value network can be found
back in a VDML capability library diagram.

The fifth and sixth Business model Canvas building Blocks are concerned with cost structure and
revenue stream respectively. In VDML, costs and profits can be considered value proposition
components and as such, they can be measured by means of measures and measurements. The
relevance of this in VDML is highlighted by the fact that, by the sixth requirement in the OMG RFP,
support for analysis of performance and cost aspects of activities was already asked for.

Finally there are still two building blocks that cannot be modelled explicitly in VDML, namely customer
relationships and channels. Even though there is no direct link with VDML-concepts, both building
blocks can be implied by the high level activity network diagram, and corresponding role collaboration
diagram. These diagrams represent how a company reaches out to and interacts with its customers
(or customer segments). Patterns of activities and deliverable flows can indicate whether e.g. a direct
or indirect model of distribution is adopted. An overview of similarities is provided in Table 5.
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BMO building block

VDML-concept

VDML-diagram*

Value proposition

Value proposition

2

Customer segment

Community, organization unit, participant

1, 2, 3 and 4

Customer relationship

/

/

Channels

/

/

Key activities

Capabilities and activities

4 and 6

Key resources

Stores

4, 6 and 8

Key partnerships

Community, organization unit, participant

1, 2, 3 and 4

Cost structure

Measures and measurements

6

Revenu stream

Measures and measurements

6

Table 5: Similarities BMO building blocks and VDML-concepts

*1: business network structure diagram; 2: value proposition exchange diagram; 3: high level role collaboration
diagram; 4: high level activity network diagram; 5: low level role collaboration diagram; 6: low level activity
network diagram; 7: organization structure diagram; 8: capability management diagrams

Looking to the overview above, you can say that VDML does indeed cover the nine Business Model
Canvas building blocks, even though support is not equally explicit for all building blocks. Additionally,
it can again be noted that, unlike a Value Chain Model and Business Model Canvas, a VDML does not
allow to explicitly describe the strategies behind certain choices.

5.2.3 Value Network Analysis of Verna Allee
The VDML-team decided to adopt Value Network Analysis, and its related Value Network Diagram as
basis for modeling the value-exchanges between participants. Verna Allee, the inventor of Value
Network Analysis, has been an active member of this team. VDML subsumes here value model. The
Value Network Diagram is part of VDML as role collaboration diagram. The three parts of Value
Network analysis, namely exchange analysis, impact analysis and value creation analysis, are
supported by VDML. VDML can indeed substitute for Value Network Analysis.

5.2.4 E³-Value Analysis
In contrast to the Value Network Diagram the E3-Value Model cannot be found back in a VDML-model
literally. However, , for most of the E3-Value concepts, similar concepts can be found in VDML, though
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these concepts are exposed via various diagrams in VDML. Table 6 provides an overview of these
concepts and their similarities.

E3-Value-concept

VDML-concept

VDML-diagram*

Actor

Community, organization unit, participant

1, 2, 3, and 4

Value object

Business item

3, 4, 5 and 6

Value port

Port

4 and 6 (in implementation)

Value offering

Value proposition

2

Value interface

/

/

Value transfer

Deliverable flow

3, 4 or 5, 6

Value transaction

/

/

Value activity

Activity

4 and 6

Table 6: Similarities E³-Value concepts and VDML-concepts

*1: business network structure diagram; 2: value proposition exchange diagram; 3: high level role collaboration
diagram; 4: high level activity network diagram; 5: low level role collaboration diagram; 6: low level activity
network diagram; 7: organization structure diagram; 8: capability management diagrams

So actors are equivalent to organization units, communities and/or individual participants that fulfill a
party role in the business network structure diagram. Therefore these actors can also be represented
in the value proposition exchange diagram, high level role collaboration diagram and high level activity
network diagram.

Also the E3-Value concept of value object has its counterpart in a VDML-model, namely as business
item. Where in an E3-Value Model mainly the tangible objects are stressed, VDML, in accordance to
the vision of Verna Allee, supports the representation of both tangible and intangible business items.
Thirdly, an E3-Value Model contains ports that indicate whether an actor requests or offers a value
object. A similar concept exists in VDML, where ports are defined as connection points between
inputs/outputs and collaborations, activities and stores. E.g., for an activity, an input port specifies the
resource that is used, and an output port specifies the deliverable that is produced. Though VDML
supports port notation in activity network diagrams, the Cordys system did not yet expose these when
it was used to create the Milkina VDML model.

When, in an E3-Value model, you group value ports with the same direction, you obtain a value
offering. The equivalence of this is achieved by a value proposition in the VDML value proposition
exchange diagram. Both concepts specify aggregated value delivery.
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Value offerings are also bundled itself, into value interfaces, to specify reciprocity of value exchanges.
This concept can be found in VDML models also, though less explicitly. In VDML reciprocity can be
concluded from the value propositions that are received and provided by the same party. Or the user
may define the scope of a collaboration as the set of deliverable flows, between roles, that are
reciprocal to each other. .There is no “named concept” of reciprocity however.

The E3-Value-concept of value transfer maps to deliverable flow in VDML. VDML counterparts for value
transfers between different business network parties, are deliverable flows as represented in a high
level role collaboration diagram or high level activity network diagram. Value transfers within one
actor can be represented by deliverable flows in the low level equivalents of these diagrams. It should
be noted however that such low-level VDML diagrams represent more detail than E3-Value models.

Value transactions in E3-Value enforce that the corresponding value-exchanges between two actors
do only occur if all underlying value transfers take place. VDML is less explicit here also, though it has
several ways to enforce dependencies between deliverable flows, e.g., by specifying which resources
are required for an activity to start, or which deliverables are produced simultaneously, or by making
a deliverable (output) dependent on certain resources (inputs). Activities can be modeled in both E3Value and VDML, though VDML provides a more clear and straightforward representation of activities
than E3-Value does.. Control sequence of activities is only implicitly defined in both the models. In
VDML activities can be represented at different levels of abstraction, just think of the high level activity
network diagram and the more detailed and low level versions of it. That way you can switch between
these levels of detail, which is not possible in an E3-Value model.

E3-Value uses the concept of a Use Case Map scenario to specify which value exchanges should occur
in answer to which request from the customer or from other value exchanges. Similar functionality
can be achieved by a scenario in VDML, though VDML scenarios also enable different uses of the same
VDML model, by e.g. applying different measurements, activity delegations and role assignments for
different scenarios.

In order to conclude on the equivalence between VDML and E3-Value, it is good to also evaluate to
which extent VDML can achieve E3-Value modeling goals. The first goal is to describe the business logic.
As VDML is a method for modeling value delivery, this goal is indeed achieved. A single view of the
business logic, as shared between different parties, can be obtained by means of a VDML model as
well. You can create a single VDML model that contains activities of all parties involved. Finally, an E3Value model can be used to assess the profitability per party, as well as to perform corresponding
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sensitivity analysis. Also this is possible in a VDML model because you can attach performance and
cost aspects to activities (and other elements). In summary, it can be concluded that VDML can indeed
replace E3-Value modeling, except for its support to represent reciprocity.

5.2.5 Resource-Event-Agent (REA) Analysis
Like with E3-Value modeling, there is no exact similarity between a REA model and a VDML model.
However, REA concept equivalents are supported by VDML, and represented in multiple VDML
diagrams. An overview of this is provided in Table 7.

“Economic agent” is one of the three core concepts of REA. It addresses customers, suppliers and other
partners, and internal employees. The first three types of agents are equivalent to party roles in
business networks in VDML and are therefore represented in the business network structure diagram,
value proposition exchange diagram, high level role collaboration diagram and high level activity
network diagram. Internal employees, on the other hand, are individual participants that depend on a
business department (organization unit) and are represented in low level role collaboration diagrams
and low level activity network diagrams.

The second REA-core concept is that of “economic resource”, which is equivalent to a business item in
VDML. Both concepts have a similar definition, namely everything that can be produced, processed
and exchanged, except that a business item in VDML can be also immaterial (intangible). The VDML
concept of “store” can also be compared with an economic resource, as it represents an inventory of
VDML resources. These stores are represented in both activity network diagrams and capability
management diagrams.

In REA, economic agents and resources are connected with economic events, the third core REA
concept. An event represents a part of an exchange- or transformation process that represents a
change in value (actually inventory) of a resource. These events are equivalent to activities as
represented in VDML activity network diagrams. Moreover, VDML supports activity representation at
different levels of abstraction. VDML support for activity analysis goes a bit beyond what is possibly
with modeling of economic events in REA therefore. Next, the three REA-concepts can be connected
with each other via three types of relations. The first relation is the duality relationship between an
increment and decrement event. Due to this relation REA is strong in representing reciprocity.
However, as already noticed before VDML is less explicit on this. The second type of relation, stock
flow, can be represented in a VDML model by means of deliverable flow. Deliverable flows, via inputs
and outputs, link business items to activities, just like stock flows link resources to events in a REA63

Model. VDML activity network diagrams also show the relationships of the third type in REA, namely
participation relationships between events and agents. As events are comparable with activities and
the agents with roles of participants, swim lanes represent the link between both. They specify who is
responsible for which activities.

Next to the three REA core concepts and mutual relationships, Chapter 3 also discussed commitments
and corresponding fulfillment relationships as complementary concepts. Remember that a
commitment represents a promise of performance of the underlying events and causes allocation of
resources. This promise cannot be modelled explicitly in VDML, but is somewhat implied by the
concept of value proposition. As a value proposition does neither directly represent a transfer of
business items, but does rather represent a business proposal to the recipient party in the business
network. This business network can also implicitly address the REA notion of “contract”. A business
network represents a collaboration of independent participants that are involved in a certain economic
exchange. It can be derived from their roles in the business network which type work every participant
promises to perform, which is, in a sense, equivalent to a contract that forms the link between an
agent and a commitment.

REA-concept

VDML-concept

VDML-diagram*

Economic agent

Community, organization unit,

1, 2, 3, 4 or 5, 6

participant
Economic resource

Business item, store

3, 4, 5, 6 and 8

Economic event

Activity

4 and 6

Duality relationship

/

/

Stock flow relationship

Deliverable flow

4 and 6

Participation relationship

Swim lane

4 and 6

Commitment

Value proposition

2

Contract

Business network

1

Table 7: Similarities REA-concepts and VDML-concepts

*1: business network structure diagram; 2: value proposition exchange diagram; 3: high level role collaboration
diagram; 4: high level activity network diagram; 5: low level role collaboration diagram; 6: low level activity
network diagram; 7: organization structure diagram; 8: capability management diagrams

To obtain a complete view of the business logic of a company, finally in REA modeling a value chain
model is drafted through linking the different processes to each other by means of the flow of
resources. This is similar to a VDML high-level activity network, where activities are the counterparts
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of the REA processes and deliverables flows of the flow of resources. A REA process model (value chain
model), with its events, is similar to a VDML high-level activity network, with its activities. Unlike REA,
VDML supports the representation of activities at multiple levels of detail. So, also the REA value chain
model can be represented by means of a diagram in VDML.

Based on this comparative analysis of REA concepts and VDML concepts it can be concluded that a REA
Model can indeed be replaced by VDML diagrams, but, again with a loss of the reciprocity principle as
a consequence.

5.2.6 Value Stream Mapping
As already noted in Chapter 3, the focus regarding representing business logic in a Value Stream Map
is on the value creating processes for the customers. This notion can also be found back in VDML,
especially in its measurement dependency diagram, where the impact of value measurements on
customer satisfaction is checked. Moreover, action plans to draft Value Stream Maps and VDML
models are similar in many ways. For both, the first step is about modeling the business network
parties. Value Stream Mapping (VSM) is doing this by means of factory icons and VDML is doing this
by means of a business network diagram with communities and organization units. These parties can
be found back also in later steps in the value proposition exchange diagram, high level role
collaboration diagram and corresponding activity network diagram. Next in VSM, a data box is
attached to the customer icon, to express its needs. This corresponds to the second step in VDML,
which is to draft a value proposition exchange diagram and to specify value proposition components.
Thirdly, in VSM, the processes should be modelled in production sequence. This corresponds to the
fourth step in VDML: drafting the low level activity network diagrams. The third step in VDML,
modeling the high level activity network diagram, does not have a direct counterpart in VSM. On one
hand this is caused because VSM is especially focusing on improving the operational side of the
company, whereas VDML also focuses on the strategic side, particularly by means of the high level
activity network diagram. On the other hand VSM articulates value-adding activities, amongst others,
in production. In VDML these are analyzed mainly via the low level activity diagrams. In VDML, the
distinction between value-adding and non-value-adding activities is mainly based on associated value
adds, as introduced in Chapter 5.1.2.

In VSM, information is attached to value-adding (and non-value-adding) processes by means of process
boxes. In VDML, the counterpart of this is addressed in Step 8, when, for every activity, measures and
measurements are determined. After that, in VSM, stocks (muda) are placed between the processes.
This corresponds to Step 4 in VDML, where stores (stocks) can be placed between activities. A VDML
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store can also be represented in a high level activity diagram (Step 3), such as the inventory that is
delivered by the supplier and the stock of end products at the end of the production process. These
stocks are typically defined in a Value Stream Map as well.

Finally, a Value Stream Map defines the material and information. These are defined as deliverable
flows in VDML activity network diagrams. Unlike VSM, a VDML diagram does not graphically
differentiate notation between material and information flows. Deliverable flows in a VDML network
diagram are named by means of their associated business item (deliverable). In VSM it is not possible
to indicate the type of material in the flow. VDML is more refined and precise than VSM here.
Table 8 provides an overview of the mapping between both methods, as discussed.

VSM-concept

VDML-concept

VDML-diagram*

Customer and Supplier

Community, organization unit

1, 2, 3 and 4

Process

Activity

6

Information about processes Measures and measurements

6

Stock

Store

4 and 6

Material flow

Deliverable flow

4 and 6

Information flow

Deliverable flow

4 and 6

Table 8: Similarities VSM-concepts and VDML-concepts

*1: business network structure diagram; 2: value proposition exchange diagram; 3: high level role collaboration
diagram; 4: high level activity network diagram; 5: low level role collaboration diagram; 6: low level activity
network diagram; 7: organization structure diagram; 8: capability management diagrams

VSM adopts a method, based on eight questions, to create a future state map, starting from a current
state map. Drafting a future state map in VSM corresponds to scenario-based modeling and analysis,
which is the subject of the tenth step of VDML. In VDML, scenarios can represent TO BE situations.
Scenarios may e.g. be analyzed on their impact on customer satisfaction.

In can, in summary, be concluded that VDML supports VSM-techniques quite well. It will no longer be
required to draft a separate Value Stream Map when you do already have a complete VDML-model,
including different possible TO BE scenarios.

5.2.7 Service-Oriented Business Architecture analysis
Finally, in this chapter, we will analyze to which extent also SOBA is covered by VDML. For this purpose,
we will look into the two aspects of SOBA: componentization and service orientation.
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Regarding componentization, also known as “capability mapping”, we can be short. The VDML
capability library diagram clearly shows that this first SOBA-aspect is completely covered. VDML also
provides the necessary detail of capability definitions, such as inputs (resources) that capabilities need
and outputs (deliverables) that they are assumed to deliver. Integrated capability libraries enable
VDML models to be based on the most stable elements of the business logic (namely on the ‘what’
and not on the ‘how’), what was also the aim of componentization.

Next, SOBA stresses service orientation. To realize this, per business component used and provided
services are determined. Each component is considered a mini-company by itself, provides and
requesting services. In VDML these services are defined by means of capability methods in capability
management diagrams. Capability offers specify the capabilities that organizations manage and
provide. Associated capability methods provide the means to specify how these capabilities are
engaged and provided. VDML is also explicit about related accountability aspects It is, for instance,
possible to distinguish provisioning of the capability from ownership of capability methods. It is
possible that an organization unit is responsible for both, but it can also be defined that the capability
offer of one organization unit is supported by a capability method that is owned by another. A
capability method for a particular capability might, for instance, be owned, maintained and
standardized by a central department, whereby it supports capability offers for that capability, as
provided by multiple other departments or teams. The SOBA-aspect concerning providing, requesting
and sharing services is dominant and well covered in VDML therefore.

Finally, in SOBA, the services, as identified, are specified and implemented, resulting in a hierarchical
process model. The sequence of services, as represented in these process models, reminds of the high
level and low level activity network diagrams in VDML. It is important to note the difference in
modeling perspective however. Whereas a process model as in BPMN stresses the sequence of
activities, a VDML model focuses on value contribution of activities, and their dependencies via
resources required and deliverables provided, whereby sequence of activities is just implied. This
stems from the fact that a VDML model, as value model, is positioned between a business model and
a process model.

We can conclude that SOBA-equivalent semantics is covered by VDML, and that VDML has
incorporated this in a way that is well-aligned with semantics that originates from the other value
models.
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5.2.8 Oversight
Now that every value modeling technique has individually been compared with the new standard, we
will revisit the overview of insights per value model in Table 4, at the end of Chapter 3. In Table 9 this
overview is represented again, whereby VDML itself has been added as value model. We directly notice
here that VDML succeeded in representing, in integrated fashion, all concepts about internal and
external activities and partners, that before were scattered across the different value models.
Moreover, the VDML tool provides additional advantage, as on one hand it supports seamless
transition between multiple perspectives and levels of abstraction, and on the other hand it enforces
guaranteed consistence within the set of diagrams. Unlike the other value models, a VDML model is
not limited to the perspective of a single company but can represent a view of the business network
that can be shared across multiple business network partners. So-far a VDML model is indeed worth
more than the seven value models together. However, as already mentioned before, there are two
aspects on which VDML runs short, or where VDML is at least less explicit as some of the other value
models. One aspect is about representing the reciprocity principle, as is possible in an E3-Value model
and a REA model. Though reciprocity can, to a certain extent, be derived from the pattern of value
propositions as received and delivered by a single party in the business network, VDML lacks an explicit
means of modeling this concept. VDML leaves it to the discipline of the modeling user, to enforce that
value provided is sufficiently rewarded by value received, from the same party or one or more other
parties.

The other aspect on which VDML runs relatively short is about describing the strategy behind
implementing specific business aspects, as is possible with a Value Chain Model and a Business Model
Canvas. These models aim to capture why a certain activity is chosen, why a market segment is served,
etc. In VDML the “vision behind” the model is not an explicit part of the model itself.
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Business strategy

x

x

-

-

-

-

-

-

Strategies behind implementation plan

x

x

-

-

-

-

-

-

Business activities

x

x

-

x

x

x

x

x

Connections between activities (internal flow of goods)

-

-

-

x

x

x

x

x

Connections between activities (internal flow of

-

-

-

-

-

x

-

x

Internal responsibilities

-

-

-

-

x

-

-

x

Partners

-

x

x

x

x

-

x

x

Connections between partners (external flow of goods)

-

-

x

x

x

-

x

x

Connections between partners (external flow of intangibles)

-

-

x

-

-

-

-

x

Reciprocity

-

-

-

x

x

-

-

-

Standpoint of only one organization

x

x

-

-

x

x

x

information)

Table 9: Oversight of the insights and elements per value model, including VDML

Nevertheless it must be said, in relation to the second research question of this thesis, that VDML
managed to integrate the essences of the seven existing value models in a clever way. Each of the
value models can be recognized in the collection of VDML concepts and diagrams. Despite the lack of
an explicit notion of reciprocity, and of a means to explicitly describe the strategies behind an
implementation plan, we can still say that VDML already is a powerful value modeling language and
that a VDML model, with its integrated set of diagrams, is well capable to replace the seven value
models that we analyzed.

6. Conclusion
The terms “business model” and “value model” are meant as abstract representation of the business
logic of a company. This is the way a company does business, or, in other words, how it creates value
for and delivers to its customers and other stakeholders, and how it tries to make money from this.
The Value Chain Model, as introduced by Porter in 1985, is regarded as one of the first of this type.
Since then value models have gained in importance, both in the management- and in the IT-world.
Various other types of value models evolved, including value exchange models, value network models
and value chain models. These different methods coexisted and each of them had its own focus in
terms of aspects of business logic. In 2008 the Object Management Group (OMG) issued a Request For
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Proposal (RFP) for a new standard concerning value modeling. Specifications as submitted in response
to it were supposed to foster a market for interoperable modeling technology in this area, and should
address nine requirements. The Value Delivery Modeling Language (VDML) has been developed in
response to this RFP. The nine requirements were: introduce a MOF meta-model, incorporate value
differentiators, allow capability analysis, represent enough detail, the possibility to switch between
different levels of abstraction, contain performance- and costs variables, show relationships with other
companies, model events and constraints, and finally, the possibility to add own specifications. To
realize all this, VDML integrated in total seven existing value models, namely: Value Chain Model,
Business Model Ontology, Value Network Analysis, E3-Value Modeling, REA-Modeling, Value Stream
Mapping and Service-Oriented Business Architecture. After a comprehensive conceptual analysis in
this Master Thesis, it is concluded that VDML really meets the nine OMG requirements. Analysis was
based on a use case that was modeled in the Cordys VDML tool, which appeared to be a rather
complete VDML implementation.

This Master Thesis had a dual aim. On one hand both the seven existing value models and VDML have
been applied to a case study, as examples of such applications are still scarce. On the other hand it has
been analyzed, with a case study as guide line, whether, and to which extent VDML can replace these
seven value models. It has been concluded that VDML is indeed a viable alternative, except for two
aspects, namely explicit representation of reciprocity between value offerings and explicit description
of strategies behind the implementation plan. Further research might focus on how VDML may be
refined and/or complemented to address these shortcomings. Given the purpose of VDML, a business
design language for business people, it may be particularly useful to complement VDML with explicit
support for strategic planning and transformation.
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Appendixes
Appendix 1: REA-models
Appendix 1.1: Purchasing REA-Model of Milkina
<economic agent>
Milkina

party

<contract>
Order

clause

clause

provide

party

<economic agent>
Supplier

provide

receive

receive
<increment
commitment>
Purchase rule

exchange
reciprocity

fulfillment

<decrement
commitment>
Payment rule

fulfillment

exchange

<increment event>
Purchase

<decrement event>
Payment

reservation

reservation
inflow

outflow

<resource>
Raw materials

<resource>
Money

Appendix 1.2: Recruitment REA-Model of Milkina
<economic agent>
Milkina

party

<contract>
Labour agreement

clause

provide

party

clause

<economic agent>
Permanent worker

provide

receive

receive
<increment
commitment>
Recruitment rule

exchange
reciprocity

fulfillment

<increment event>
Recruitment

<decrement
commitment>
Payment rule

fulfillment

exchange

<decrement event>
Payment

reservation

reservation
inflow
<resource>
Labour

outflow
<resource>
Money
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Appendix 1.3: Quality control REA-Model of Milkina

<resource>
Milk products

<resource>
Labour

receive

<increment event>
Test of milk
products

conversion

consume

provide

receive

receive
<decrement
event>
Take of a sample

provide

consume

<economic agent>
Line manager
Filling

<economic agent>
Executive staff Lab

provide

<economic agent>
Line manager Lab

produce

<resource>
Accepted milk
products

<decrement
event>
Use of labour

Appendix 1.4: Filling REA-Model of Milkina

provide

receive
<decrement event>
Use of raw materials

<resource>
Accepted milk
products

<decrement event>
Use of milk products

provide

consume

receive

provide

consume

receive

<resource>
Packages

<resource>
Filling machine

<increment event>
Filling of milk
products

conversion

produce

<resource>
End products

<decrement event>
Use of machine

<resource>
Labour

consume

<decrement event>
Use of labour

receive

provide

use

<economic agent>
Stockmanager

receive

<economic agent>
Executive staff Filling

provide

<economic agent>
Line manager Filling
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Appendix 1.5: Transport REA-Model of Milkina

<decrement event>
Use of labour

provide

provide

receive

consume

<resource>
Transportvehicles

<economic agent>
Milkina

receive

<resource>
Labour

receive

provide

<economic agent>
Driver

receive
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Stockmanager

<decrement event>
Use of transportvehicle

provide

use
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Transport
conversion
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Use of end milk
products
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Appendix 2: Activities and capability methods of Milkina
Appendix 2.1: Overview activities and capability methods of ‘execution management’

High level activities

U01
Manage
execution

Capability method

Order
Management

Low level activities

U01.1
Plan
orders

U01.3
Deliver
product

Production
Management

Capability method

Low level activities

U01.2
Manage
production

U01.2.1
Process
milk

U01.2.2
Control
quality

U01.2.3
Fill
product

Appendix 2.2: Low level activity network diagram ‘order management’ of Milkina
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Appendix 2.3: Low level role collaboration diagram ‘order management’ of Milkina

Appendix 2.4: Low level activity network diagram ‘production management’ of Milkina

Appendix 2.5: Low level role collaboration diagram ‘production management’ of Milkina
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Appendix 3: Capability management diagram of Milkina
Appendix 3.1: Capability management diagram ‘Sales & Delivery’ of Milkina
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Appendix 3.2: Capability management diagram ‘Planning’ of Milkina
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Appendix 4: Business item library of Milkina
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